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“Your Satisfaction Is Our Success” 
This catalogue is a work in progress. While we have many new 
parts listed, there are many more to go. Please call for current 

pricing as our price list is still under construction. Thanks, ACP. 



WELCOME TO ANTIQUE CHEVROLET PARTS 
 

 
 

 

     Thank you for taking the opportunity to browse our catalogue.  We have filled this catalogue with the largest selection of quality 
restoration parts on the market today.  To that end , we have even gone to the extent to list the same part more than once if it is 
available from different sources, such as if the pa rt was made in the USA or offshore.  It has been ou r experience that the offshore 
parts are quite comparable to their US-made counter parts.  However, due to the economics of the world,  the offshore parts generally 
tend to be less expensive than the US-made parts.  As usual though, there are exceptions to this rule and we will do our best to advise 
you if there is a tangible difference between the p arts.  As the restoration parts market is ever-expa nding, it is impossible to list 
every item that is available in this catalogue.  Th erefore, if you don’t see something listed in our c atalogue that you need, please 
give us a call and we will see if we can get it for  you.  Sometimes these “quotes” can take some time as our orders must take priority, 
but we will answer your questions as quickly as we can.  Thank you for your patience and understanding  in this regard.  As you can see, 
our parts catalogue and our price list are separate .  We have taken this route in an effort to keep yo u as informed and as up to date 
as possible.  It is much easier to update separate price lists and catalogues than it is if they are c ombined. We believe that this 
catalogue will be one of the most helpful tools tha t you will have in the restoration of your vehicle.  

 
ORDERING INFORMATION 

     We gladly accept orders over the telephone, by  fax,  
mail, email and of course if you are in the area, a t our 
shop.  No matter what the method, the procedure rem ains 
basically the same. 
 
     In most cases, we will require all of your veh icle 
information, your name, address and a daytime telep hone 
number.  Please be prepared with the part numbers a nd part 
descriptions that you require. All orders must be a ccompanied 
by a Visa or a MasterCard number and expiration dat e for 
security purposes.   
      
     Please contact us using your method of choice,  and we 
will get your order rolling. 
 
     Please note that we don’t have a secure web si te at this 
time for ordering purposes. Also, please do not inc lude any 
credit card information via email. Please call with  this 
information. 
 

OBTAINING YOUR ORDER 
 

PICKING YOUR ORDER UP 
     If you are local to us, and you would like to pick your 
order up, you are welcome to do so. We look forward  to 
meeting our customers in person whenever possible. No need to 
call us to see if your order is in, because we will call you  
as soon as we have all, or the majority of your ord er.  Once 
we have notified you that your order is ready for p ick up, 
you have one week to contact us to arrange pick up and 
payment.  After one week, if you haven’t made arrangements 
for pick up and payment of your order, you will be contacted 
and advised that payment of your order will be char ged to the 
credit card that you provided us with at the time t hat your 
order was initially placed . You can then pick up your order 
at your earliest convenience. Otherwise, parts may be 
returned to stock and the order may be considered c ancelled. 
 

HAVING YOUR ORDER SHIPPED 
     If you are not local to us, we can ship your o rder to 
you.  We try to get as much of your order together as 
possible before we ship it to you in order to keep your 
shipping costs down.  If we have to backorder an it em or 
items to you, we will follow up with subsequent shi pments 
when it seems reasonable to do so.  However, if you  have 
specific needs, let us know and we will try our bes t to 
accommodate you.  We can ship to either residential  or 
business addresses, although it is best to have the  order 
shipped to a business address. Certain oversized it ems can 
only be shipped to a business address, which we wil l advise 
when necessary. All orders are insured against loss  or 
damage. 
 
     We typically use Canada Post, CanPar and Fedex  for our 
carriers.  We have found them to be the most reliab le and 
economical carriers.  If you have another preferred  carrier , 
we must be provided with your specific account numb er with 
that carrier.   A packaging & handling fee will still apply, 
based on the time and materials required to package  the 
shipment and completing your carrier’s documentatio n.   
 
     For some larger shipments we must use a trucki ng firm.  
We will decide which one is best at the time of the  shipment.  
It is preferred that we are provided with a busines s address 
when these truck shipments are required.    

     In some cases, we may have your parts drop shi pped 
directly from the supplier. In these cases, the sup plier uses 
the best means possible based on their experience. Choosing 
your own carrier in these cases is not possible.   
 
     In most cases the shipping charge cannot be de termined 
until the shipment has been packaged.  The rate is determined 
by the destination and the weight (either by actual  weight or 
by dimensional volume) of the shipment.  Therefore,  if 
required, we can only estimate the cost of a partic ular 
shipment.    
 
     Handling charges are dependent upon the time a nd 
materials required to package the shipment.  In any  event, 
our handling charges are more than reasonable given  the care 
and diligence required to ensure that your goods ar e packaged 
safely. 
 
     Our minimum “Shipping & Handling” charges are $3.00 for 
an envelope and $12.00 for the smallest boxed shipm ent.  We 
combine the two charges into one on your invoice. 
 
     Please inspect the condition of the packaging of yo ur 
shipment when received before  you sign for it.   If there are 
any visible signs of damage, note them in writing w ith the 
carrier.  In most cases like this, we will provide you with a 
replacement shipment and we will handle the damage claim with 
the carrier.  The damaged item is usually retained by the 
carrier or returned to us. 
      
     If you receive a shipment, sign for it, and th en notice 
that it is damaged, contact the carrier right away.   You then 
must contact us.  Keep all packaging and parts rela ted to the 
shipment.  They may be required if an inspection of  the 
damaged shipment needs to be made.  Once again, in most 
cases, a replacement shipment is made to you and we  handle 
the damage claim with the carrier.  The carrier wil l usually 
retain the damaged item.        
 
     Lost shipments are replaced by us and the loss  claim is 
handled by us. 
 
     On occasion and subject to approval, we will s end a 
shipment “Cash on Delivery”.  We prefer not to, but  we may on 
occasion to do so for our customers, depending on t he 
circumstances.  An extra COD fee applies. Payment i n advance  
by certified cheque or money order may be required instead. 
 

INSPECTING YOUR PARTS 
     Whether you have picked your parts up at our shop o r if 
we have shipped them to you, inspect them as soon a s you get 
them!  Please check and make sure that what you received i s 
what you were invoiced for; check the colour, check  the fit, 
check the descriptions on the labels, check, check,  check!  
We realize that parts can be stockpiled months in a dvance of 
use, but the longer you have something, the more di fficult it 
is for us to rectify a problem, either internally o r with our 
suppliers.  Please help us to avoid a possible unco mfortable 
situation and inspect your parts thoroughly as soon as you 
receive them and let us know within 30 days.  
 
     If a problem arises with an order that you hav e 
received, please contact us right away and we will do 
everything possible resolve the problem to everyone ’s  mutual 
satisfaction.  
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AVAILABILITY OF PARTS  

     We stock a large selection of these items in o ur 
warehouse in Dundas and we draw from a number of lo cal 
sources, where possible, which helps make delivery times 
better than ever.  If we don’t have something in st ock, 
delivery times to us vary from a couple of days to two to 
three weeks, depending on the source.  We can “put a rush” on 
parts that we have to order in, but that usually in volves air 
freight from the USA which tends to be very expensive.  Also, 
many of these parts are manufactured when we order them and 
the manufacturers are generally unwilling or unable  to adjust 
their production schedules to accommodate specific requests.  
We know that you want your parts quickly and we wil l do our 
best to get them for you as quickly as possible.   
 
     On occasion, certain items may be on backorder  from our 
preferred supplier.  In cases such as this, please let us 
know if you would like us to try a secondary source .  The 
price of the part may be a little more, but sometim es if you 
need something quickly, it is unavoidable. Consider  also that 
this option is not always available to us. 
 

EXCHANGES AND RETURNS 
     If for some reason you need to exchange someth ing, we 
typically need to receive the part that you wish to   exchange 
back at our shop for inspection before we can consi der 
replacement.  If you are not local to us, you may b e required 
to mail back (by Canada Post ground service) the it em to be 
exchanged.  If applicable, return freight costs wil l be 
refunded to you.  All exchanges must be authorized in advance 
and accompanied by a copy of your receipt of the or iginal 
purchase. A 30 day time limit applies to all exchanges & 
returns.  
 
     All returns must be authorized and accompanied  by a copy 
of your receipt of the original purchase.  Returns may be 
subject to restocking charges.  The restocking char ge depends 
on what is being returned, but it is typically 20%.   Some 
items such as literature, electrical items, wiring and 
special order items are non returnable.  All return  shipments 
must be prepaid. 
 

PRICING 
     We do our best to establish our prices at a re asonable 
and competitive level.  Due to fluctuations in the Canadian 
dollar and ever changing supplier costs, this can b e a 
challenge.  Rest assured that we are constantly upd ating our 
prices and we will do our best to keep prices accur ate and 
competitive.  If there has been a dramatic price ch ange in an 
item that you have ordered, we will let you know ab out it.   

 
WEBSITE 

Check our website from time to time as we update ou r 
“Current Specials”, with new parts offered at intro ductory 
prices, close-outs and over-stock items priced to s ell here 

at Antique Chevrolet Parts. Check it out at 
www.antiquechev.com . 
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STORE HOURS 

Our store hours are as follows: 
Monday through Friday 9:00 am to 5:30 pm 
Saturday 9:00 am to 12:00 pm 
Saturdays During Long  For our staff Closed 
Sunday & Statutory Holidays Closed 
These hours can vary due to flea markets, seasonal needs, 
vacations or personal situations . It is a good idea to always 
phone first! 

OUR GOALS 
 
     Our goals are to supply the best quality parts  at 
competitive prices in a timely fashion all while tr eating our 
valued customers with respect and dignity.  If ther e are any 
problems, we will do our very best to resolve them in a 
timely and mutually satisfactory manner.   We hope that you 
can appreciate our goals and that you will work tog ether as 
you proceed with your restoration, whether it be on e or two 
parts, or a complete vehicle!  

 
Thank you.  Hope to hear from you soon.  All of us at 

Antique Chevrolet Parts 
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TB100000   47-53  Front hood emblem (stainless)            each  
TB320000   47-53  Hood emblem gasket (not original)         each 
TB320100   54     Hood emblem gasket (not original)         each 
 
TB100020   55     Front hood emblem (2nd series)           each 
TB100030   56     Front hood emblem                        each 
TB100040   57     Front hood emblem                        each 

  
TB100200   47-49  Hood side emblem (Chevrolet Thrif tmaster)pair 

       
TB100250   47-55  Hood side emblem “GMC” (chrome)          each 
TB100260   47-53  Hood side emblem “GMC” (white/red )       each  
TB100300   50-52  Hood side emblem (Chevrolet)             pair 
TB100400   50-52  Hood side emblem (3100)                  pair 
TB100500   53-54  Hood side emblem (3100)                  pair  
TB100600   55     Hood side emblem (3100)(1st serie s)      pair 
TB100650   55     Hood side emblems (3100)(2nd seri es)      pair 
TB100700   56     Fender side emblems (3100)               pair 
TB100750   57     Fender side emblems (3100)               pair 
TB100800   57     Fender side emblems (3124)(Cameo)         pair  
TB100920   58-59  Grille letters "Chevrolet" (black  decals)set 
TB102000   55-56  Fender emblem "V-8"                      pair 
TB105000   57     Door emblems "Hydramatic"                pair 
TB105100   57     Door emblems "V"                         pair 
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TB200000   47-53  Accessory hood ornament                  each 
TB200100   54-55  Accessory hood ornament                  each 
TB200400   47-55  Center hood strip (Chevrolet)(sta inless) each 
TB200450   47-55  Center hood strip (GMC)(stainless )       each 

 
GRILLES 

TB200500   47-53  Grille (chrome) (Chevrolet only)         set  
                  (totally assembled, top quality!)  
TB200510   47-53  Grille (painted) (Chevrolet only)         set 
                  (5 bars with attached back splash ) 
TB602000   47-53  Grille bar assembly kit (168 piec es)     kit 
TB200520   47-53  Grille assembly (chrome)(GMC)            each 
TB200530   47-53  Grille support frame (GMC)(chrome )       each 
TB200550   54-55  Grille assembly (chrome)(Chevrole t)      each 
TB200600   54-55  Grille nose (Chevrolet)(chrome)          each 
TB200610   54-55  Grille nose (Chevrolet)(painted)         each 
TB201000   55-56  Grille (chrome)(Chevrolet)               each 

 
TB201050   57     Grille (chrome)(Chevrolet)               each 
TB201060   58-59  Grille (chrome)(Chevrolet)               each 

                   
LAMP BEZELS 

TB203000   47-55  Headlamp bezels (with seals & cli ps)     pair 
TB602600   47-55  Headlamp housing screw and clip s et (32  set 
                  pieces) 
TB602610   47-55  Headlamp rim seal retainer clips (1 rim) set 
TB203010   47-72  Headlight bulb retaining ring (ex cept    each  
                  dual headlamp models) 
TB203100   55-57  Headlamp bezels                          pair 
TB667000   55-57  Headlamp bezel screws                    set 
TB203200   58-59  Headlamp bezels                          pair 
TB203900   47-53  Park lamp bezels                         each 
TB603000   47-53  Park lamp bezel screws (4 pc)            set 
TB203920   54-55  Park lamp housing                        each 
TB203930   58-59  Park lamp bezels                         each 
TB204100   47-53  Tail lamp bezel                          each   
TB204110   54-55  Tail lamp bezel                          each 
TB204120   55-59  Tail lamp bezel (Stepside)(stainl ess)    each 
TB204130   58-59  Tail lamp bezel (Fleetside)              each 
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BUMPERS & RELATED 

TB204171   47-55  Front bumper (chrome)                    each 
TB204176   55-59  Front bumper (chrome)(also fits p anel &  each 
                  suburban rear) 
TB204400   47-53  Rear bumper (stepside)(chrome)           each  
TB204410   47-54  Rear bumper (panel & suburban)(ch rome)   each 
TB204450   54-55  Rear bumper (chrome)                     each 

 
TB204500   55-59  Rear bumper (stepside)(chrome)           each 
TB204550   58-59  Rear bumper (fleetside)                  each  
TB204700   47-55  Front & rear bumper guards (chrom e)      pair 
TB204720   55-59  Front bumper guards (chrome)             pair 
TB204730   55-59  Front bumper guards (GMC)                pair 
TB204800   All    Bumper bolts                             each   
TB204900   47-55  Bumper brackets (front)(1/2 ton)         set    
TB204910   55-57  Bumper brackets (front)(1/2 ton)         set 
TB204920   58-59  Bumper brackets (front)(1/2 ton)         set 
TB205100   47-55  Bumper brackets (rear)(1/2 shortb ox)     set 
TB205150   55-59  Bumper brackets (rear)(stepside)         set 

                   
CAB MOULDINGS 

TB205600   47-53  Center windshield moulding (stain less)   each 
TB205610   47-53  Windshield reveal mouldings (stai nless)  set  
                  (does not include center) 
TB205630   55-59  Windshield reveal mouldings (set/ 4)      set  
TB206000   55-59  Door/rear window mouldings               set 
 

OUTSIDE DOOR HANDLES 
TB212000   47-51  Door handle (outside pull-down)          pair  
TB212020   52-59  Door handles (outside, no locking         set  
                  button) 
TB212510   52-59  Accessory door handle shields            pair  
 

WIPER TRANSMISSION ESCUTCHEONS 
TB213000   47-53  Wiper transmission escutcheons           pair 
TB213100   54-55  Wiper transmission escutcheons           pair 
TB213200   55-59  Wiper transmission escutcheons           pair 
TB213300   47-54  Wiper transmission escutcheon nut         each 
TB213400   55-59  Windshield washer spray nozzels          pair 
TB213500   55-59  Wiper switch retaining nut               each 
TB330280   47-53  Wiper transmission outer gaskets         pair 
TB330300   54-55  Wiper transmission outer gaskets         pair 
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HUB CAPS & TRIM RINGS  

TB220000   47-53  Hub caps (1/2 ton)(Chevrolet)(chr ome     set  
                  with red letters) 
TB220100   47-53  Hub caps (3/4 ton)(Chevrolet)(chr ome     set 
                  with red letters) 
TB220120   47-53  Hub caps (1/2 ton)(GMC)(chrome wi th      set 
                  red letters) 
TB220120   47-53  Hub caps (1/2 ton)(GMC)(chrome wi th      set  
                  white letters) 
TB220200   54     Hub caps (1/2 ton)(chrome with bl ue      set 
                  bowtie) 
TB220300   55     Wheel covers (Cameo)(same as 55 B elair!) set 
TB220350   55-56  Hub caps (chrome/white paint)            set 
TB220400   57-60  Hub caps (chrome/black paint)            set 
TB220500   55-59  Hub caps (GMC)(chrome/red paint)         set 
TB220600   55-56  Trim rings 15" wheel (3" wide)           set 
TB220700   47-59  Trim rings (15")(narrow style)(pr oper    set 
                  1937 through 1959) 
TB220800   47-59  Trim rings (16")(narrow style)(pr oper    set 
                  1937 through 1959) 

           
OUTSIDE MIRRORS 

TB224000          Peep mirror (curved arm)                 each 
TB224020          Peep mirror (straight arm)               each 
TB224050   55-59  Peep mirror (left, original desig n)      each 
TB224055   55-59  Peep mirror (right, original desi gn)     each   
TB225000   47-72  Outside mirror head (chrome)(5" r ound)   each 
                  (ribbed backing) 
TB225005   47-72  Outside mirror head (chrome)(5” r ound)   each    
                  (smooth backing, original style) 
TB225100   47-72  Outside mirror head (painted)(5" round)  each 
TB225200   55-66  Mirror head (chrome outside recta ngular) each 
TB225250   55-66  Mirror head (black outside rectan gular)  each 
TB227000   47-55  Mirror arm (left) (chrome) (outsi de)     each 
TB227010   47-55  Mirror arm (right) (chrome) (outs ide)    each 
TB227020   47-55  Mirror arm (left) (painted) (outs ide)    each 
TB227030   47-55  Mirror arm (right) (painted) (out side)   each 
TB227100   55-59  Mirror arm (left) (chrome) (outsi de)     each 
TB227110   55-59  Mirror arm (right) (chrome) (outs ide)    each 
TB227120   55-59  Mirror arm (left) (painted) (outs ide)    each 
TB227130   55-59  Mirror arm (right) (painted) (out side)   each 
TB227500   47-72  Mirror arm screws (stainless)            each 
TB331500   47-55  Outside mirror arm gasket                each 
TB331550   55-59  Outside mirror arm gasket                each 
 
 

Note: For the 55-59 original design peep 
mirrors, you must drill through the door 
frame for proper installation. 
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LICENSE BRACKETS 
TB236200   47-53  License bracket (front)(painted)         each 
TB236210   47-53  License bracket (front, chrome)          each 
TB236220   54-55  License bracket (front, black)           each 
TB236230   54-55  License bracket (front, chrome)          each 
TB236240   55-57  License bracket (front, black)           each 
TB236250   55-57  License bracket (front, chrome)          each 
TB236260   58-59  License bracket (front, black)           each 
 

TAIL LAMP BRACKETS 
TB236600   47-53  Tail lamp bracket (left)(chrome)         each 
TB236610   47-53  Tail lamp bracket (right)(chrome)         each 
TB236620   47-53  Tail lamp bracket (left)(painted)         each 
TB236630   47-53  Tail lamp bracket (right)(painted )       each 
TB236720   54-55  Tail lamp bracket (left)(painted)         each 
TB236730   54-55  Tail lamp bracket (right)(painted )       each 
TB236740   54-55  Tail lamp bracket (left)(chrome)         each 
TB236750   54-55  Tail lamp bracket (right)(chrome)         each 
TB236800   55-66  Tail lamp bracket (left)(painted)         each 
TB236850   55-66  Tail lamp bracket (right)(painted )       each 
TB236900   55-66  Tail lamp bracket (left)(chrome)         each 
TB236950   55-66  Tail lamp bracket (right)(chrome)         each 
 

 
ANTENNAS 

TB259000   47-55  Antenna assembly (telescopic)(ori ginal)  each 
TB259100   55-59  Antenna assembly (telescopic)(ori ginal)  each 
TB259110   all    Antenna assembly (universal singl e       each 
                  mount with lead)  
TB259120   all    Antenna assembly (universal doubl e       each 
                  mount with lead)  
 

STEP PLATES 
TB270000          Aluminum step plates (with blue b owtie)  pair 
                  (10 7/8" X 5 3/8") 
TB270005          Aluminum step plate screw kit (2 plates) set 
TB270010          GMC step plates                          pair 
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DOOR WEATHERSTRIPS 
All of our door weatherstrips have the pins install ed and moulded ends where original. 
Careful installation using our GM weatherstrip ceme nt (see B309200) will give a superb 
fitting product. 
 
TB300000   47-55  Door weatherstrip                        pair  
TB300100   47-48  Windlace (door opening)                  pair 
TB300200   49-55  Windlace (door opening) (black)          pair 
TB300300   49-55  Windlace (door opening) (tan)            pair 
TB300400   47-49  Lower door opening seal                  pair 
TB300500   50-55  Lower door opening seal (black)          pair 
TB300600   50-55  Lower door opening seal (tan)            pair 
TB300650   47-55  Cargo door seals (panel)                 pair 
TB300700   55-59  Door weatherstrips (with clips)          pair 
TB619000   47-55  Lower door seal retainers (bottom  of     pair  
                  door) 
TB619010   55-59  Lower door seal retainers (bottom  of     pair  
                  door) 
TB619100   47-49  Lower door opening seal retainer         pair  
TB619200   50-55  Lower door opening seal retainer         pair 
TB619300   47-49  Lower door opening seal retainer screws  set 
TB619400   50-55  Lower door opening seal retainer screws  set 
 

WEATHERSTRIP ADHESIVE 
To do a superior job use the genuine GM black weath erstripping cement (not the yellow 
brand or silicone) between the pins to prevent “bri dging” or “bulging” on hot days. One 
tube typically does one vehicle. 
B309200    all    Weatherstrip cement                      each    
 

VENT WINDOW SEALS 
TB304000   51-55  Vent window seals                        set 
TB304100   55-59  Vent window seals                        set 
 
 
TB615000   47-55  Outer horizontal window seal (rub ber)    pair 
                  (shorten for 51-55) 
TB616000   47-50  Inside windowfelts                       pair 
TB616050   51-55  Inside windowfelts                       pair  
TB616100   55-59  Windowfelt kit (4 pieces)                kit 
TB616500   47-50  Door glass run channel (all aroun d the   pair 
                  glass)(2 x 8’ lengths) 
TB616600   51-55  Window channel (upper rear)              pair 
TB616700   55-59  Window channel (upper/rear)              pair 
TB617100   51-55  Door glass division bar run chann el      pair 
TB617200   55-59  Door glass division bar run felt liners  pair 
TB618010   47-50  Deluxe door felt kit                     kit 
TB618020   51-55  Deluxe door felt kit                     kit 
TB618030   55-59  Deluxe door felt kit                     kit 
 

FRONT WINDSHIELD SEALS 
TB305000   47-53  Windshield seal (standard)               each  
TB305100   47-53  Windshield seal (with chrome slot )       each 
TB305200   54-55  Windshield seal (standard)               each 
TB305300   54-55  Windshield seal (with chrome slot )       each 
TB305400   55-59  Windshield seal (without chrome s lot)    each 
TB305500   55-59  Windshield seal (with chrome slot )       each 
 

REAR QUARTER WINDOW SEALS 
TB307100   53-66  Rear quarter window seals (Suburb an)     each 
                  (stationary glass) 
TB307110   55-66  Rear quarter window seals (Suburb an)     each 
                  (sliding glass) 
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REAR WINDOW SEALS 

TB308000   47-55  Rear window seal (deluxe)                each  
TB308100   47-55  Rear window seal (standard)              each 
TB308150   47-55  Rear door glass channels (Panel)         pair 
TB308200   55-66  Rear window seal (deluxe)                each 
TB308300   55-66  Rear window seal (standard)              each 
 
 

HOOD TO COWL SEALS 
TB322000   47-55  Hood to cowl seal                        each 
TB322100   55-59  Hood to cowl seal                        each 
 
TB323000   47-55  Fender welting                           foot 
TB323100   47-55  Front fender anti-squeak kit             kit 
TB323500   55-59  Inner fender seals                       pair 
TB323600   55-59  Front fender to cab seals                pair 
TB323700   55-66  Inner fender mounting grommets           set 
 
TB330000   47-53  Top vent gasket (moulded)                each  
TB330020   54-55  Top vent gasket (die cut)                each 
TB330050   47-50  Side vent gasket (moulded)               each 
TB330080   47-55  Cowl vent drain hose                     each 
 
TB330095   55-59  Air vent seals                           pair 
TB330200   55-59  Side vent gaskets (through cowl)         pair 
TB331500   47-55  Outside mirror arm gasket                each 
TB331550   55-59  Outside mirror arm gasket                each 
TB332000   47-55  Inside door handle gasket set (8 pcs.)   set 
TB332100   47-51  Door handle and lock gaskets             set 
TB332150   52-66  Door handle gaskets                      pair 
 
TB334000   47-55  Deluxe heater gasket set                 set 
TB334100   47-55  Deluxe heater hose firewall gromm et      pair 
TB334200   55-59  Deluxe heater bands                      pair 
 
TB335000   47-55  Cab to running board seal                pair 
TB335020   47-55  Cab to running board seal (Panel)         pair 
TB335040   47-55  Running board to rear fender seal         pair 
 

RADIATOR SUPPORT PADS 
TB335200   47-49  Radiator support pad                     each  
TB335250   50-55  Radiator support pads                    pair 
TB603300   47-55  Radiator support mount bolt kit          kit 
TB335300   55-59  Radiator support pads (4)                set 
 

CAB MOUNT KITS 
TB336050   47-55  Cab mount kit with hardware              kit  
                  (1/2 ton to 1 ton) 
TB336100   55-59  Cab mount kit with bolts (replace ment)   kit 
 

BODY & BED MOUNT KITS 
TB337200   47-55  Body mount cushions (Panel or Sub urban)  set  
TB338000   47-53  Bed mount cushions and wood block s       set 
                  (1/2 ton shortbox) 
TB338010   47-53  Bed mount cushions and wood block s       set 
                  (1/2 ton & 3/4 ton longbox)   
TB338100   47-87  Bed mount cushions only (shortbox )       set/8 
TB338105   47-87  Bed mount cushions only (longbox)         set/10 
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PEDAL PADS & RELATED 
TB339000   47-52  Gas pedal                                each  
TB339050   53-57  Gas pedal                                each 
TB339060   53-57  Gas pedal retaining pin with cott er key  each 
TB339100   58-59  Gas pedal                                each 
TB339150   47-55  Gas pedal shaft floor seal (3 pie ces)    set 
TB339500   47-59  Brake, clutch & emergency brake p ads     each  
TB340000   47-51  Brake and clutch floor seal              pair 
TB340050   52-55  Brake and clutch floor seal              pair 
TB340500   47-59  Hand brake floor seal                    each 
TB340600   47-55  Emergency brake pedal floor seal boot    each  
TB340610   47-55  Emergency brake boot mounting pla te      each 
TB340700   47-55  Emergency brake shaft floor seal/ bumper  pair 
TB340750   55-59  Parking brake rod seal                   each 
TB340800   47-55  Foot starter pedal pad                   each 
TB340810   47-55  Foot starter floor seal (bellow)         each 
TB341000   47-55  Steering column floor seal & spon ge      each  
                  (except 4-speed) 
TB341020   47-55  Steering column floor seal & spon ge      each  
                  (4-speed) 
TB341100   47-55  Steering column clamp pad (upper)         each 
TB341150   55-59  Steering column clamp pad                each 
TB341220   55-59  Steering column floor seal & spon ge      each 
TB341500   47-55  Battery hole cover gasket                each 
TB341600   47-55  Transmission floor cover gaskets         set 
TB341700   47-55  Floor seal sponge (4 speed)              each 
TB341800   47-55  Floor shift boot (3 or 4 speed)          each 
TB345000   47-55  Master cylinder floor plug               each 
TB350000   47-54  Front axle bumpers                       pair  
TB351000   47-54  Leaf spring rubber bushing               each 
 
TB352000   47-55  Hood bumper kit (10 pc.)                 set 
TB352030   55-59  Hood bumper kit (10 pc.)                 kit 
TB352600   47-51  Door bumper kit                          set 
TB352605   52-59  Door bumper kit                          set 

          
TB352800   47-55  Window stop bumpers                      pair 
TB352820   55-59  Door glass window stop                   each 
TB354000   47-53  Glove box lock gasket                    each 
TB354020   54-55  Glove box lock gasket                    each 
TB354050   47-72  Glove box door bumpers                   pair 
TB354700   47-55  Rear bumper to body seal (panel)         each 
TB354720   47-55  Rear door hinge grommets (4 piece s)      set 
                  (Panel) 
TB355100   50-55  Seat adjusting rod grommet               each 
TB355150   47-55  Seat frame rear bumper and screw         set 
TB355400   56-57  Park and head lamp wire grommet          pair 
TB355500   47-59  Inner fender headlamp wire gromme t       pair 
TB355550   47-59  Headlamp housing wire grommet            pair 
TB355600   47-55  Park lamp housing wire grommet           pair 
TB355700   47-59  Main harness firewall grommet            each 
TB355800   47-55  Main ignition wire grommet               each 
TB355900   47-55  Speedometer cable firewall gromme t       each 
TB356000   47-55  Vacuum hose firewall grommet             each 
TB356100   47-49  Firewall grommet (4-hole)                each 
TB356200   50-55  Firewall grommet (4-hole)                each 
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TB356300   55-59  Starter wire/vacuum hose grommet         each 
TB356400   55-59  Choke/throttle cable grommet             each 
TB356500   55-57  Horn wire grommets                       set 
TB357000   47-55  Shift lever bushings (rubber)            pair  
TB358000   47-55  Speedometer/gauge gaskets                pair  
TB359000   55-58  Spare tire carrier seal (Cameo)          each 
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PARK LAMP LENSES & ASSEMBLIES 
TB510000   47-53  Park lamp assembly (6 volt)              each 
TB510005   47-53  Park lamp assembly (12 volt)(2 pr ong)    each 
TB203900   47-53  Park lamp bezels                         each 
TB400000   47-53  Park lamp lens (glass)                   each 
TB400020   51-53  Park lamp lens (clear)(GMC)              each 
TB510050   54-55  Park lamp assembly (6 volt)              each 
TB510055   54-55  Park lamp assembly (12 volt)             each 
TB203920   54-55  Park lamp housing                        each 
TB400100   54-55  Park lamp lens (clear)                   each 
TB400150   54-55  Park lamp lens (amber)                   each 
TB510100   55-57  Park lamp assembly with clear len s       each 
TB510100A  55-57  Park lamp assembly with amber len s       each 
TB400300   55-57  Park lamp lens (clear)                   each 
TB400350   55-57  Park lamp lens (amber)                   each 
TB400360   55-57  Park lamp lens (left) (GMC)              each 
TB400365   55-57  Park lamp lens (right) (GMC)             each 
TB510200   58-59  Park lamp assembly with clear len s       each 
TB510200A  58-59  Park lamp assembly with amber len s       each 
TB203930   58-59  Park lamp bezels                         each 
TB400400   58-59  Park lamp lens (clear)                   each 
TB400450   58-59  Park lamp lens (amber)                   each 
TB310000   47-53  Park lamp lens gaskets                   pair   
TB310100   47-50  Park lamp lens gaskets (GMC)             pair 
TB310200   47-50  Park lamp housing gaskets (GMC)          pair 
TB310300   51-53  Park lamp lens gaskets (GMC)             pair 
TB310400   54-55  Park lamp lens gaskets                   pair 
TB310500   54-55  Park lamp housing gaskets                pair 
TB310700   55-57  Park lamp lens gaskets                   pair 
TB310705   55-57  Park lamp housing to fender gaske ts      pair  
TB310710   55-57  Park lamp lens gaskets (GMC)             pair 
TB310800   58-59  Park lamp lens gasket                    each 
 

TAIL LAMP LENSES & ASSEMBLIES  
TB511000   47-53  Tail lamp assembly (left, all chr ome)    each 
TB511050   47-53  Tail lamp assembly (right, all ch rome)   each 
TB511060   47-53  LED tail lamp assembly (left)(sta inless) each 
TB511065   47-53  LED tail lamp assembly (right)(st ainless)each 
TB511100   47-53  Tail lamp assembly (left) (painte d)      each 
TB511150   47-53  Tail lamp assembly (right) (paint ed)     each 
TB511160   47-53  LED tail lamp assembly (left)(bla ck)     each 
TB511165   47-53  LED tail lamp assembly (right)(bl ack)    each 
TB204100   47-53  Tail lamp bezel                          each 
TB404000   47-53  Tail lamp lens (glass)                   each 
TB404030   47-53  Tail lamp lens (glass)(blue dot)         each 
TB404200   47-56  Tail lamp lens (glass)(panel)            each 
TB511300   54-55  Tail lamp assembly (black with ch rome    each 
                  ring) 
TB511350   54-55  Tail lamp assembly (stainless)           each 
TB511360   54-55  LED tail lamp assembly (stainless )       each 
TB204110   54-55  Tail lamp bezel                          each 
TB404100   54-55  Tail lamp lens (plastic)                 each 
TB404250   54-55  Tail lamp lens (plastic)(blue dot )       each 
TB511400   55-59  Tail lamp assembly (Stepside) (bl ack     each 
                  with chrome ring) 
TB511450   55-59  Tail lamp assembly (stepside)(sta inless) each  
TB204120   55-59  Tail lamp bezel (Stepside)(stainl ess)    each 
TB404300   55-59  Tail lamp lens (Stepside)                each 
TB404500   55-58  Tail lamp lens (Cameo)                   each 
TB404510   55-58  Tail lamp lens (Cameo)(blue dot)         each 
TB404600   55-58  Tail lamp lens reflector (Cameo)         each 
TB404700   57-59  Tail lamp lens (Panel)                   each  
TB404710   57-59  Tail lamp lens (Panel)(blue dot)         each 
TB204130   58-59  Tail lamp bezel (Fleetside)              each  
TB404400   58-59  Tail lamp lens (Fleetside)               each 
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LENS GASKETS 
TB312000   47-53  Tail lamp lens gasket                    each 
TB312100   47-54  Tail lamp lens gasket (Panel)            each 
TB312120   55-59  Tail lamp lens gasket (Panel)            each 
TB312130   55-58  Tail lamp lens gasket (Cameo)            each 
TB312140   55-59  Tail lamp to body mounting pad (P anel)   pair 
TB312150   58-59  Tail lamp lens gaskets (Fleetside )       pair 
TB312200   54-66  Tail lamp lens gasket                    each 
 
 
 
TB321000   47-57  Headlamp door seals                      pair 
TB321100   47-57  Headlamp bucket to fender seals          pair 
 

BACK-UP LENSES & ASSEMBLIES 
TB408000   55-58  Back-up lens (Cameo)                     each 
 

LICENSE LAMP LENSES & ASSEMBLIES  
TB407000   47-53  License lamp lens                        each 
TB512200   54-59  License plate bracket & lamp asse mbly    each 
TB407100   55-58  License lamp lens (Cameo)                pair 
TB512000   55-58  License lamp assembly (Cameo)            pair 
TB312500   47-53  License lamp lens gasket                 each  
TB312600   54-59  License lamp lens gasket                 each 
TB312700   47-54  License lamp lens gasket (Panel)         each 
 
 

DOME LAMP ASSEMBLIES & RELATED 
TB513990   47-55  Dome lamp assembly (painted)             each 
TB513995   47-55  Dome lamp assembly (chrome)              each  
TB514100   55-59  Dome lamp assembly (chrome)              each 
TB406500   55-59  Dome lamp lens                           each 
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HEADLAMP SWITCHES & RELATED 
TB500000   47-55  Headlamp switch (replacement)(6 v olt)    each 
TB500010   47-55  Headlamp switch (original)(6 volt )       each  
TB500100   47-55  Headlamp switch (replacement)(12 volt)   each 
TB500110   47-55  Headlamp switch (original)(12 vol t)      each 

        
TB643900   47-53  Headlamp knob with rod                   each 
TB643910   54-55  Headlamp knob with rod                   each 
TB643920   55-59  Headlamp knob with rod (chrome)          each 
TB643925   55-59  Headlamp switch retaining nut            each 
TB500150   47-54  Headlamp wire terminal block (4 w ire)    each 
TB500160   47-55  Headlamp wire terminal block (3 w ire)    each 
TB500200   55-59  Headlamp switch                          each 
TB501000   47-55  Headlamp dimmer switch (replaceme nt)     each 
TB501100   55-56  Headlamp dimmer switch                   each 
TB501200   57-60  Headlamp dimmer switch                   each 
 

IGNITION SWITCHES  
TB502000   47-55  Ignition switch (replacement)            each 
TB502100   47-53  Ignition switch (original style)         each 
TB502200   55-59  Ignition switch (V-8)                    each 
TB502250   47-66  Ignition cylinder & keys                 each  
TB502300   47-55  Starter switch                           each 

                     
TB504100   47-55  Brake light switch                       each 
TB504300   55-59  Brake light switch                       each  
 

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS 
TB505000   47-53  Cigarette lighter assembly               each 
TB505050   54-55  Cigarette lighter assembly               each 
TB505100   55-59  Cigarette lighter (with knob)            each 
 

TURN SIGNAL SWITCHES 
TB505300   47-59  Turn signal switch (universal)           each 
TB505400   54-56  Turn signal switch (for trucks th at came each 
                  with it in the column) 
TB505410   57-59  Turn signal switch (for trucks th at came each 
                  with it in the column) 
TB505420   54-56  Turn signal housing with switch          each 
TB505430   57-59  Turn signal housing with switch          each   
TB669700   54-59  Turn signal canceling cam                each 
 
 
 
TB507040   47-55  Heater switch (6 volts)                  each 
TB507045   47-55  Heater switch (12 volts)                 each 
TB507050   55-59  Heater blower switch (deluxe heat er)     each 
TB515000   49-72  Accessory under hood light               each  
TB515500   47-55  Gas gauge voltage reducer (12 to 6 volt) each 
TB516100   47-59  Horn contact spring and brush            each 
TB516200   47-53  Horn contact plate                       each 
TB516210   54-59  Horn contact plate                       each 
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COMPLETE WIRING SETS 
These harnesses are built to factory specifications  with added wiring for turn signal 
lights and options. The 47-55 harness is vinyl coat ed, not cloth as original up to 1952.  
 
TB530000   47-49  Complete wiring set with generato r       each 
TB530010   47-49  Complete wiring set with alternat or      each 
TB530020   47-49  Complete GMC wiring set with gene rator   each 
TB530030   47-49  Complete GMC wiring set with alte rnator  each 
TB530040   50-52  Complete wiring set with generato r       each 
TB530050   50-52  Complete wiring set with alternat or      each 
TB530060   50-52  Complete GMC wiring set with gene rator   each 
TB530070   50-52  Complete GMC wiring set with alte rnator  each 
TB530080   53-55  Complete wiring set with generato r and   each 
                  horn relay wires 
TB530090   53-55  Complete wiring set with alternat or and  each 
                  horn relay wires 
TB530100   53-55  Complete GMC wiring set with gene rator   each 
                  and horn relay wires 
TB530110   53-55  Complete GMC wiring set with alte rnator  each 
                  and horn relay wires 
 
TB531000   55-59  Complete wiring set                      each 
 

FACTORY FIT WIRING HARNESSES 
M. Parker Autoworks Inc. (a.k.a. Factory Fit or Ame rican Auto Wire) has been 
manufacturing quality wiring harnesses for General Motors vehicles from 1955 to 1982 for 

over 20 years. The Factory Fit  line of wiring harnesses are widely known as the s ymbol 
of excellence in after market wiring components. Note:  When ordering, Please specify 6 or 
8 cylinder, generator or alternator and if turn sig nals are needed. Also let us now if 
you are using an HEI system. 
TB533000   55-57  Headlamp bucket connection harnes s       each 
TB533100   58-59  Headlamp bucket connection harnes s       each 
TB536000   55-59  Front lamp and generator harness         each 
TB540000   55-66  Engine harness (Specify)                 each 
TB555000   55-59  Dash harness (specify)                   each 
TB562500   55-66  Dome light harness                       each 
TB562890   47-55  Fuel tank wire                           each 
TB562900   55-56  Fuel tank wire                           each 
TB562910   57-59  Fuel tank wire                           each 
TB565400   55-59  Tail lamp harness (single tail la mp)     each 
TB565500   57-59  Tail lamp harness (dual tail lamp s)      each 
TB568000   55-72  Glove box light assembly                 each 
TB568200   55-59  Ground strap (starter to chassis)         each 
TB568220   55-59  Battery ground strap (6 or 8)            each 
TB568500   55-57  Battery cable (V-8, positive)            each 
TB568510   55-59  Battery cable (6 cyl., positive)         each 
TB568520   58-59  Battery cable (V-8, with auto. tr ans.)   each 
TB568530   58-59  Battery cable (V-8, with std. tra ns.)    each 
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47-59 CLASSIC UPDATE SERIES KIT  
The Classic Update Series of harnesses began as a s imple idea that has begun a revolution 
in the automotive custom wiring industry. There isn 't another company that has as 
complete a line of electrical wiring harnesses as A merican Autowire. With over twenty 
years of restoration wiring knowledge and many year s of custom wiring behind them, they 
have combined the best of both of these harnesses t o provide our customers and industry 
professionals with the only product that can best f it your 1947 to 59 Chevrolet & GMC. 
This kit comes complete and will work with Dakota D igital instruments, Vintage Air heat 
and air conditioning systems, Ididit, Flaming River  and late model GM tilt steering 
columns, as well as other popular accessories such as power windows, seats, locks, etc… 
 
TB570400   47-55  Classic update series kit                kit 
TB570450   55-59  Classic update series kit                kit 
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BATTERY TRAYS & RETAINERS 
TB600000   47-55  Battery tray (bottom only)               each 
TB600010   47-55  Battery tray (complete)                  each  
TB600100   55-57  Battery tray                             each 
TB600120   58-59  Battery tray                             each 
TB601000   47-54  Battery retainer                         each 
TB601010   55-57  Battery retainer                         each 
TB601012   55-57  Battery retainer bolts                   pair 
TB601015   55-57  Battery retainer bolts (stainless )       set 
TB601020   58-66  Battery retainer                         each  
TB601029   58-59  Battery retainer bolts (stainless )       set  
TB710560   47-55  Battery access tray                      each  
 
TB601800   55-67  Oil filler cap (V-8)                     each 
 

HOOD LATCHES & HINGES 
TB603450   47-55  Hood hinge (left)                        each    
TB603455   47-55  Hood hinge (right)                       each 
TB603500   47-55  Hood hinge bolts                         set 
TB603700   47-55  Hood to cowl seal clips and screw s       set  
TB604500   57-59  Under hood bolt and screw kit            kit 
TB606200   55-57  Hood springs                             pair 
TB606210   55-57  Hood hinge with spring (left)            each 
TB606220   55-57  Hood hinge with spring (right)           each 
TB606250   58-59  Hood springs                             pair 
TB606260   58-59  Hood hinge with spring (left)            each 
TB606270   58-59  Hood hinge with spring (right)           each 
TB606300   47-55  Hood latch assembly                      each 
TB606310   55-57  Hood latch assembly                      each 
TB606320   58-59  Hood latch assembly                      each  
 
TB650000   47-72  Speedometer cable (68" long)             each 
 

                    
WINDSHIELD WIPERS & RELATED 

TB213000   47-53  Wiper transmission escutcheons           pair  
TB213100   54-55  Wiper transmission escutcheons           pair 
TB213200   55-59  Wiper transmission escutcheons           pair 
TB213300   47-54  Wiper transmission escutcheon nut         each 
TB213400   55-59  Windshield washer spray nozzles          pair 
TB213500   55-59  Wiper switch retaining nut               each  
TB330280   47-53  Wiper transmission outer gaskets         pair 
TB330300   54-55  Wiper transmission outer gaskets         pair 
TB330400   47-53  Wiper control gasket                     each 
TB330500   54-55  Wiper control gasket                     each 
TB330600   47-54  Wiper control link grommets              pair 
TB330700   47-54  Wiper transmission arm grommets          pair 
TB643700   47-53  Windshield wiper knob                    each 
TB643710   47-53  Windshield wiper knob (chrome)           each 
TB643720   54-55  Windshield wiper knob                    each 
TB643730   54-55  Windshield wiper knob (GMC)(gray)         each 
TB643750   55-59  Windshield wiper knob (chrome)           each 
TB669000   47-53  Windshield wiper control link            each  
TB669010   47-53  Windshield wiper transmission arm         each  
                  retainer 
TB669030   54-59  Windshield wiper transmission arm         each 
                  retainer 
TB669040   47-53  Windshield wiper transmission lin kages   pair 
TB669060   54-59  Windshield wiper transmission lin kages   pair 
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TB669490   47-53  Windshield wiper blade (10") (ori ginal   each 
                  hook style) 
TB669500   47-53  Windshield wiper blade (10") (Sna p in)   each 
TB669505   54-59  Windshield wiper blade (12") (Sna p in)   each 
TB669600   47-53  Windshield wiper arm (left)              each 
TB669601   47-53  Windshield wiper arm (right)             each 
TB669602   47-53  Windshield wiper arm (left)(Snap in)     each 
TB669603   47-53  Windshield wiper arm (right)(Snap  in)    each 
TB669605   54-59  Windshield wiper arm (left)              each 
TB669606   54-59  Windshield wiper arm (right)             each 
 
TB503010   55-58  Intermittent delay switch                each 
TB503020   55-58  Washer pump kit (includes hose)          set 
TB503900   47-53  Windshield wiper conversion (6v o r 12v)  kit 
TB503910   54-55  Windshield wiper conversion (6v o r 12v)  kit 
TB503920   55-59  Windshield wiper conversion              kit 
 
 

BED WOOD FROM MAR-K 
Mounting holes are drilled & countersunk for you. Y ou can buy cheaper wood, but we don’t 
sell it. You will appreciate the quality of Mar-K.  

Our bed wood is smoothly finished and precision rou ted, 
with extra recessed grooves to lock in the metal ra ils, keeping 
wood straight and true, with rails at just the righ t height. 
The top edges of bed rails bear the friction of loa ds sliding 
in the box, so wood damage is kept to a minimum dur ing regular 
usage. 
 The bed to frame holes are countersunk, and drille d 
offset (not in the center) so the special washers l ay flush to 
the wood surface, and carriage bolt heads bear the friction of 
moving cargo. The offset in the wood and washer loc k the bolt 
in place so that the assembler can tighten the nuts  from below 
without the washer and bolt turning. 
 If you think you can prepare your wood to this 
precision, you better be an excellent carpenter! 
 

BED WOOD - STEPSIDE 
TB685000   47-72  Wood bed (yellow pine) (short ste pside)  set 
                  (specify year) 
TB685200   47-72  Wood bed (yellow pine) (long step side)   set 
                  (specify year) 
TB685100   47-72  Wood bed (oak) (short stepside)          set  
                  (specify year) 
TB685300   47-72  Wood bed (oak) (long stepside)           set 
                  (specify year) 
 

BED WOOD - FLEETSIDE 
TB685030   58-72  Wood bed (yellow pine) (short fle etside) set 
                  (specify year) 
TB685230   58-72  Wood bed (yellow pine) (long flee tside)  set 
                  (specify year) 
TB685130   58-72  Wood bed (oak) (short fleetside)         set 
                  (specify year) 
TB685330   58-72  Wood bed (oak) (long fleetside)          set 
                  (specify year) 
 

BED BOLT KITS - STEPSIDE  
T680000    47-51  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (shortbox)(steel) 
T680020    47-51  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (shortbox)(unpolished stainless) 
T680040    47-51  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (shortbox)(polished stainless) 
T680060    51-53  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (shortbox)(steel) 
T680080    51-53  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
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                  (shortbox)(unpolished stainless) 
T680100    51-53  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (shortbox)(polished stainless) 
T680120    54-72  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set  
                  (shortbox)(steel)(specify year) 
T680140    54-72  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (shortbox)(unpolished stainless) 
                  (specify year) 
T680160    54-72  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (shortbox)(polished stainless) 
                  (specify year) 
T680180    47-51  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set  
                  (longbox)(steel) 
T680200    47-51  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (longbox)(unpolished stainless) 
T680220    47-51  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (longbox)(polished stainless) 
T680240    51-53  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (longbox)(steel) 
T680260    51-53  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (longbox)(unpolished stainless) 
T680280    51-53  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (longbox)(polished stainless) 
T680300    54-72  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set  
                  (longbox)(steel)(specify year) 
T680320    54-72  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (longbox)(unpolished stainless) 
                  (specify year) 
T680340    54-72  Bed bolt kit (complete)(stepside)         set 
                  (longbox)(polished stainless)      
                  (specify year) 
 

BED BOLT KITS - FLEETSIDE  
T680360    58-59  Bed bolt kit (complete)(fleetside )       set  
                  (shortbox)(steel) 
T680380    58-59  Bed bolt kit (complete)(fleetside )       set 
                  (shortbox)(unpolished stainless) 
T680400    58-59  Bed bolt kit (complete)(fleetside )       set 
                  (shortbox)(polished stainless) 
T680480    58-59  Bed bolt kit (complete)(fleetside )       set 
                  (longbox)(steel) 
T680500    58-59  Bed bolt kit (complete)(fleetside )       set 
                  (longbox)(unpolished stainless) 
T680520    58-59  Bed bolt kit (complete)(fleetside )       set 
                  (longbox)(polished stainless) 
 

BEDSIDE ANGLES 
T687000    47-72  Bedside angles (stepside)(shortbo x)      pair 
                  (steel)(specify year) 
T687020    47-72  Bedside angles (stepside)(shortbo x)      pair 
                   (unpolished stainless)(specify y ear) 
T687040    47-72  Bedside angles (stepside)(shortbo x)      pair 
                  (polished stainless)(specify year ) 
T687060    47-72  Bedside angles (stepside)(longbox )       pair 
                  (steel)(specify year) 
T687080    47-72  Bedside angles (stepside)(longbox )       pair 
                  (unpolished stainless)(specify ye ar) 
T687100    47-72  Bedside angles (stepside)(longbox )       pair 
                  (polished stainless)(specify year ) 
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BED WEAR STRIPS - STEPSIDE  
T688000    47-53  Bed wear strip (stepside)(shortbo x)      each 
                  (steel) 
T688020    47-53  Bed wear strip (stepside)(shortbo x)      each 
                  (unpolished stainless) 
T688040    47-53  Bed wear strip (stepside)(shortbo x)      each 
                  (polished stainless) 
T688080    47-53  Bed wear strip (stepside)(longbox )       each 
                  (steel) 
T688100    47-53  Bed wear strip (stepside)(longbox )       each  
                  (unpolished stainless) 
T688120    47-53  Bed wear strip (stepside)(longbox )       each 
                  (polished stainless) 
T688160    47-53  Bed wear strip (stepside)(1 ton)( steel)  each 
T688180    47-53  Bed wear strip (stepside)(1 ton)         each 
                  (unpolished stainless) 
T688200    47-53  Bed wear strip (stepside)(1 ton)         each 
                  (polished stainless) 
T688240    54-72  Bed wear strip (stepside)(shortbo x)      set 
                  (steel)(specify year) 
T688260    54-72  Bed wear strip (stepside)(shortbo x)      set 
                  (unpolished stainless)(specify ye ar) 
T688280    54-72  Bed wear strip (stepside)(shortbo x)      set 
                  (polished stainless)(specify year ) 
T688320    54-72  Bed wear strip (stepside)(longbox )       set 
                  (steel)(specify year) 
T688340    54-72  Bed wear strip (stepside)(longbox )       set 
                  (unpolished stainless)(specify ye ar) 
T688360    54-72  Bed wear strip (stepside)(longbox )       set 
                  (polished stainless)(specify year ) 
 

BED WEAR STRIPS - FLEETSIDE  
T688400    58-59  Bed wear strip (fleetside)(shortb ox)     set 
                  (steel) 
T688420    58-59  Bed wear strip (fleetside)(shortb ox)     set 
                  (unpolished stainless) 
T688440    58-59  Bed wear strip (fleetside)(shortb ox)     set  
                  (polished stainless) 
T688560    58-59  Bed wear strip (fleetside)(longbo x)      set 
                  (steel) 
T688580    58-59  Bed wear strip (fleetside)(longbo x)      set 
                  (unpolished stainless) 
T688600    58-59  Bed wear strip (fleetside)(longbo x)      set 
                  (polished stainless) 
 
 
T689000           Bed wear strip (unpunched)(steel) (78")   each 
T689001           Bed wear strip (unpunched)(unpoli shed    each 
                  stainless)(78") 
T689002           Bed angle strip (unpunched)(steel )(78")  each 
T689003           Bed angle strip (unpunched)(unpol ished   each 
                  stainless)(78") 
T689004           Bed wear strip (unpunched)(steel) (97")   each 
T689005           Bed wear strip (unpunched)(unpoli shed    each 
                  stainless)(97") 
T689006           Bed angle strip (unpunched)(steel )(97")  each 
T689007           Bed angle strip (unpunched)(unpol ished   each 
                  stainless)(97") 
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BRAKE & FUEL LINES  
TB692000   47-51  Complete brake line kit (steel)          set 
TB692005   47-51  Complete brake line kit (stainles s)      set 
TB692010   53-66  Complete brake line kit (steel)          set 
TB692015   53-66  Complete brake line kit (stainles s)      set  
 
TB692050   47-51  Front to rear fuel line (steel)          each 
                  (6 cylinder, shortbox) 
TB692055   47-51  Front to rear fuel line (stainles s)      each 
                  (6 cylinder, shortbox) 
TB692060   53     Front to rear fuel line (steel)          each 
                  (1/2 ton, longbox) 
TB692065   53     Front to rear fuel line (stainles s)      each 
                  (1/2 ton, longbox) 
TB692070   54     Front to rear fuel line (steel)          each 
                  (6 cylinder, shortbox) 
TB692075   54     Front to rear fuel line (stainles s)      each 
                  (6 cylinder, shortbox) 
TB692080   55     Front to rear fuel line (steel)          each   
                  (6 cylinder, longbox) 
TB692085   55     Front to rear fuel line (stainles s)      each  
                  (6 cylinder, longbox) 
TB692090   55-57  Front to rear fuel line (steel)          each 
                  (6 cylinder, shortbox) 
TB692095   55-57  Front to rear fuel line (stainles s)      each   
                   (6 cylinder, shortbox) 
TB692100   58-59  Front to rear fuel line (steel)          each   
                  (6 cylinder, shortbox) 
TB692105   58-59  Front to rear fuel line (stainles s)      each  
                  (6 cylinder, shortbox) 
TB692110   58-59  Front to rear fuel line (steel)          each  
                  (6 cylinder, longbox) 
TB692115   58-59  Front to rear fuel line (stainles s)      each  
                  (6 cylinder, longbox) 
 
TB692140   47-50  Fuel pump to carb line (steel)(6c yl)     each 
TB692145   47-50  Fuel pump to carb line (stainless )(6cyl) each 
TB692150   54     Fuel pump to carb line (steel)(6c yl)     each 
TB692155   54     Fuel pump to carb line (stainless )(6cyl) each 
TB692160   58-59  Fuel pump to carb line (steel)(6c yl)     each 
TB692165   58-59  Fuel pump to carb line (stainless )(6cyl) each 
TB692170   58     Fuel pump to carb line (steel)(8c yl)     each 
TB692175   58     Fuel pump to carb line (stainless )(8cyl) each 
 

HEADLAMP ADJUSTER KITS 
TB696600   47-57  Headlamp adjuster kit (2 lamps)          kit 
TB696605   58-61  Headlamp adjuster kit (4 lamps)          kit 
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GAS TANK & RELATED 
TB332500   47-59  Gas tank filler hose/vent hose           pair 
TB332600   47-55  Gas tank filler neck grommet             each 
TB332610   47-55  Gas tank filler neck grommet (Pan el and  each 
                  Suburban) 
TB332630   55-59  Gas tank filler neck grommet             each 
TB333000   47-66  Gas tank sending unit gasket             each 
TB333100   47-55  Gas tank anti-squeak kit                 set 
TB333200   55-59  Gas tank floor seal                      each 
TB333250   55-59  Gas tank wire grommet                    each 
TB512900   47-72  Gas tank gauge float (brass)             each 
TB513000   47-59  Gas tank sending unit (47-53 repl acement)each  

           
TB698000   49-55  Gas tank                                 each  
TB698000   55-59  Gas tank                                 each 
TB235000   47-67  Gas cap (stainless steel)                each 
TB235100   47-67  Locking gas cap (bowtie)                 each 
TB235200   47-67  Locking gas cap (replacement)            each 
 
 
TB609000   47-50  Disc brake conversion brackets           kit 
TB609100   51-59  Disc brake conversion brackets           kit 
 
TB609200A  47-59  Power disc brake conversion kit          kit 
                  (5 lug x 4.75) 
TB609200B  47-59  Manual disc brake conversion kit         kit 
                  (5 lug x 4.75) 
TB609205A  47-59  Power disc brake conversion kit          kit 
                  (6 lug x 5.5) 
TB609205B  47-59  Manual disc brake conversion kit         kit 
                  (6 lug x 5.5) 
 

BRAKE DRUMS 
TB609300   47-50  Front brake drum (1/2 ton)               each  
TB609305   47-50  Rear brake drum (1/2 ton)                each  
TB609320   51-70  Front brake drum (1/2 ton)               each    
TB609325   51-70  Rear brake drum (1/2 ton)                each    
TB609330   47-50  Brake shoes (front or rear)(per a xle)    set  
TB609335   51-70  Brake shoes (per axle)                   set 
TB609340   51-63  Brake springs and adjusters (per axle)   set 
 

MASTER CYLINDERS 
TB609350   47-50  Master cylinder (1/2 ton)                each 
TB609355   51     Master cylinder (1/2 ton)                each 
TB609360   52-55  Master cylinder (1/2 - 1 ton)            each 
TB609365   55-59  Master cylinder (1/2 – 1 ton)            each 
 

WHEEL CYLINDERS 
TB609400   47-52  Front wheel cylinder (47-50 1/2 t on,     each 
                  47-52 3/4 ton)(left or right)   
TB609410   51-59  Front wheel cylinder (left)              each     
TB609420   51-59  Front wheel cylinder (right)             each     
TB609425   47-50  Rear wheel cylinder (left or righ t)      each 
TB609430   51-55  Rear wheel cylinder (left or righ t)      each   
TB609440   55-72  Rear wheel cylinder (left)(most m odels)  each        
TB609445   55-72  Rear wheel cylinder (right)(most models) each      
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FLEX HOSES 
TB609600   47-59  Flex hose (47-50 front & rear, 51 -56     each 
                  rear 1/2 ton, 57-59 rear 1/2 long box) 
TB609610   51-56  Front flex hose (1/2 ton)                each 
TB609620   57     Front flex hose (1/2 w/4WD)              each 
 
TB610000   47-59  Crossmember V-8 mounting bracket (small  each 
                  block/big block)(side mount) 
TB610100   47-59  Motor mount V-8 (with side motor mount)  pair 
TB610200   55-59  Motor mount conversion (6-cyl. to  V-8)   kit 
                  (front mount as original) 
TB610300   47-59  Crossmember (transmission tail sh aft)    each 
TB610400   47-59  Transmission mount (tail shaft cu shion)  each 
                  (specify TH350 or TH400) 
 

DRAG LINKS 
TB694000   47-52  Drag link assembly (complete)            each   
TB694005   47-52  Drag link repair kit                     kit    
 

TIE ROD ENDS 
The original external treaded U.S. tie rod was a mu lti piece unit that could be taken 
apart whereas the internal threaded Canadian tie ro d was an integral unit. As the 
Canadian style is not available, you will have to g et both US tie rod ends and the rod 
bar to convert it over. Note: Modern style tie rod ends are ½ “ shorter than original and 
allows the use of some wider aftermarket tires.  
TB694010   47-59  Tie rod end (left)(modern style t o       each         
                  replace original U.S.) 
TB694011   47-59  Tie rod end (right)(modern style to      each          
                  replace original U.S.) 
TB694012   47-59  Tie rod repair kit (U.S. original  style) kit            
                  (does both tie rod ends) 
TB694014   47-59  Tie rod bar (between tie rods for  US     each 
                  style tie rods)    
 

KING PIN KITS  
TB694025   47-55  King pin kit (1/2 ton)                   kit      
TB694026   47-52  King pin kit (3/4 and 1 ton)             kit  
TB694029   55-59  King pin kit (1/2 ton)                   kit         
TB694030   53-59  King pin kit (3/4 and 1 ton)             kit 
 

LEAF SPRINGS 
TB694040   47-55  Front leaf spring (1/2 ton)              each 
TB694045   47-54  Rear leaf spring (1/2 ton)               each          
TB694050   55     Rear leaf spring (1/2 ton)               each          
TB694055   55-59  Front leaf spring (1/2 ton)              each           
TB694060   55-59  Rear leaf spring (1/2 ton)               each  
 

SPRING SHACKLES & RELATED 
TB694065   47-55  Front spring shackle (1/2 & 3/4 t on)     each     
TB694070   47-55  Rear spring shackle (1/2 ton)            each     
TB694075   55-59  Spring shackle (front or rear)(1/ 2 ton)  each       
TB694080   47-55  Spring eye bolt & bushing                each      
TB694085   55-59  Spring eye bolt & bushing (rear o f       each      
                  front spring) 
TB694090   55-59  Spring eye bolt & bushing (front of      each      
                  rear spring) 
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TB219000   51-54  Accessory vent shades (over door glass)  pair 
TB219100   55-59  Accessory vent shades (over door glass)  pair 
 

WINDSHIELDS 
TB699000   47-53  Windshield (clear)(per side)             each 
TB699005   47-53  Windshield (tinted)(per side)            each  
TB699010   54-55  Windshield (clear)                       each  
TB699015   54-55  Windshield (tinted & shaded)             each  
TB699020   55-59  Windshield (clear)                       each  
TB699025   55-59  Windshield (tinted & shaded)             each 
 

VENT WINDOWS 
TB270500   51-55  Vent window frame (black)(left wi th      each 
                  seals)  
TB270500   51-55  Vent window frame (black)(right w ith     each 
                  seals) 
TB699030   51-55  Vent window glass (clear)                each  
TB699035   51-55  Vent window glass (tinted)               each  
TB699040   55-59  Vent window glass (clear)                each  
TB699045   55-59  Vent window glass (tinted)               each 
TB270500   51-55  Vent window with frame (chrome wi th      each 
                  clear glass)(left)      
TB270500   51-55  Vent window with frame (chrome wi th      each 
                  clear glass)(right)      
TB270500   55-59  Vent window assembly (chrome fram e with  each 
                  clear glass)(left)      
TB270500   55-59  Vent window assembly (chrome fram e with  each 
                  clear glass)(right)     
 
TB270500   55-59  Vent window assembly (chrome fram e with  each 
                  tinted glass)(left)      
TB270500   55-59  Vent window assembly (chrome fram e with  each 
                  tinted glass)(right)     
TB212342   55-59  Vent window frame (left)                 each 
TB212344   55-59  Vent window frame (right)                each 
 

DOOR GLASS & RELATED 
TB270900   47-50  Door glass with frame (chrome)(le ft)     each 
TB270905   47-50  Door glass with frame (chrome)(ri ght)    each 
TB270910   51-55  Door glass with lower channel (le ft)     each 
TB270915   51-55  Door glass with lower channel (ri ght)    each 
TB271000   55-59  Door glass frame (chrome)(left)          each 
TB271010   55-59  Door glass frame (chrome)(right)         each 
TB271000A  55-59  Door glass with frame (black)(lef t)      each 
TB271010B  55-59  Door glass with frame (black)(rig ht)     each 
TB699050   47-50  Door glass (clear)                       each  
TB699055   47-50  Door glass (tinted)                      each  
TB699060   51-55  Door glass (clear)                       each  
TB699065   51-55  Door glass (tinted)                      each  
TB699070   55-59  Door glass (clear)                       each  
TB699075   55-59  Door glass (tinted)                      each 
 

BACK GLASS 
TB699080   47-55  Rear corner glass (clear)(left)          each  
TB699085   47-55  Rear corner glass (clear)(right)         each  
TB699090   47-55  Rear corner glass (tinted)(left)         each  
TB699095   47-55  Rear corner glass (tinted)(right)         each 
TB699100   47-55  Back window (clear)                      each 
TB699005   47-55  Back window (tinted)                     each 
TB699010   55-59  Back window (clear)(small window)         each 
TB699015   55-59  Back window (tinted)(small window )       each  
TB699020   55-59  Back window (clear)(large window)         each 
TB699125   55-59  Back window (tinted)(large window )       each  
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TB626000   47-51  Door lock cylinder with key              each 
TB626100   52-59  Door lock cylinder with key (1 si de)     each 
TB626150   52-59  Door lock cylinders with matching  keys   pair 
TB626600   47-51  Complete lock set                        set  
TB626610   52-53  Complete lock set                        set 
TB626620   54-55  Complete lock set                        set 
TB626630   55-59  Complete lock set                        set 
TB627400   47-55  Door window moulding screw set           set 
TB627410   55-59  Door window moulding screw set           set 
TB628000   47-50  Window regulator (left)                  each  
TB628010   47-50  Window regulator (right)                 each 
TB628020   51-55  Window regulator (left)                  each 
TB628030   51-55  Window regulator (right)                 each 
TB628040   55-59  Window regulator (left)                  each 
TB628050   55-59  Window regulator (right)                 each 
 
 
TB630000   47-55  Upper door hinge horseshoe spring s       pair  
TB630010   47-55  Door hinge (left, upper or lower)         each 
TB630015   47-55  Door hinge (right, upper or lower )       each 
TB630100   55-59  Door hinge spring                        each 
TB630150   55-59  Door hinge (upper)                       each 
TB630200   55-59  Door hinge (lower)                       each 
TB632100   55-72  Door hinge pin and bushing kit           kit 
 
TB619000   47-55  Lower door seal retainers (bottom  of     pair 
                  door) 
TB619100   47-49  Lower door opening seal retainer         pair 
TB619200   50-55  Lower door opening seal retainer         pair 
TB619300   47-49  Lower door opening seal retainer screws  set 
TB619400   50-55  Lower door opening seal retainer screws  set 
TB620105   47-51  Door lock strikers                       pair 
TB620305   52-63  Door lock strikers                       pair 
TB620310   47-51  Door lock striker screws (1 strik er)     set 
TB620315   52-59  Door lock striker screws (2 strik ers)    set 
TB622000   47-51  Door latch assembly (left)               each 
TB622100   47-51  Door latch assembly (right)              each 
TB622110   47-51  Door latch screws (3 pieces)             set 
TB622200   52-55  Door latch assembly (left)               each 
TB622300   52-55  Door latch assembly (right)              each 
TB622400   55-59  Door latch assembly (left)               each 
TB622500   55-59  Door latch assembly (right)              each 
TB622510   55-59  Door latch (panel rear door)             each 
TB622520   52-59  Door latch screws (3 pc.)                set 
TB624000   47-55  Door handle control (left)               each 

               
TB624010   47-55  Door handle control (right)              each 
TB624020   55-59  Door handle control (left)               each 
TB624030   55-59  Door handle control (right)              each 
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OUTSIDE SUNVISORS 
TB700000   47-53  Outside sunvisor (aluminum)       Coming soon       
TB700100   55-59  Outside sunvisor                         each 

  
FRONT SPLASH APRON 

TB700500   47-53  Front splash apron (steel)               each 
TB700510   47-53  Front splash apron (GMC)(steel)          each 
TB700700   54-55  Front splash apron (steel)               each  
TB700705   47-55  Rear splash apron (steel)                each  
TB700710   55-56  Front splash apron (steel)               each 
TB700715   57     Front splash apron (steel)               each 
TB700720   58-59  Front splash apron (steel)               each 
 

FRONT FENDERS 
TB700900   47-53  Front fender (left)                      each 
TB700910   47-53  Front fender (right)                     each  
TB700920   47-53  Front inner fender (left)                each 
TB700930   47-53  Front inner fender (right)               each 
TB700940   54-55  Front fender (left)                      each 
TB700950   54-55  Front fender (right)                     each 
TB701000   55-57  Headlamp cap (left)                      each 
TB701010   55-57  Headlamp cap (right)                     each 
TB701020   55-56  Front fender (left)                      each  
TB701030   55-56  Front fender (right)                     each  
TB701040   57     Front fender (left)                      each 
TB701050   57     Front fender (right)                     each 
TB701060   55-57  Front inner fender (left)                each 
TB701070   55-57  Front inner fender (right)               each 
TB701100   55-57  Front fender (lower rear)(left)          each 
TB701110   55-57  Front fender (lower rear)(right)         each 
TB701120   58-59  Front fender (left)                      each 
TB701130   58-59  Front fender (right)                     each 
TB701140   58-59  Front inner fender (left)                each 
TB701150   58-59  Front inner fender (right)               each 
 

RADIATOR SUPPORTS 
TB703800   55-57  Radiator support                         each  
TB703810   47-55  Radiator support                         each 
TB703815   47-55  Radiator grille lower support            each  
TB703850   58-59  Radiator support                         each 
TB704230   55-57  Upper radiator support (latch pan el)     each 
TB704240   58-59  Upper radiator support (latch pan el)     each 
 

HOODS 
TB701200   47-53  Hood                                     each 
TB701115   55-56  Hood                                     each 
TB701116   57     Hood                                     each 
TB704210   47-55  Hood latch panel                         each 
TB704220C  47-55  Hood latch panel (chrome)                each 
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COWL PANELS 
TB705000   47-55  Cowl panel outer left (15" high)         each  
TB705010   47-55  Cowl panel outer right (15" high)         each 
TB705012   47-55  Full cowl panel outer (left)(25" high)   each 
TB705014   47-55  Full cowl panel outer (right)(25"  high)  each 
TB705020   47-55  Cowl panel inner to outer (left)         each 
TB705030   47-55  Cowl panel inner to outer (right)         each 
TB705040   47-50  Cowl panel inner left (with louve rs)     each 
TB705050   51-55  Cowl panel inner left (without lo uvers)  each 
TB705060   47-55  Cowl panel inner right                   each 

       
TB705065   47-55  Cowl panel (front of windshield)         each  
TB705070   47-55  Cowl vent cover (vent door)              each 
TB705080   55-59  Kick panel (left)                        each 
TB705085   55-59  Kick panel (right)                       each 
TB705090A  55-59  Outer cowl panel (front of windsh ield)   each 
TB705090B  55-59  Inner cowl panel (front of windsh ield)   each 
TB705095A  55-59  Outer cowl panel (left)                  each 
TB705095B  55-59  Outer cowl panel (right)                 each 

 
ROCKER PANELS 

TB705100   47-54  Rocker panel (left)                      each  
TB705105   47-54  Rocker panel (right)                     each 
TB705400   55-59  Rocker panel (fits left or right)         each 
TB705460   55-59  Door step with rocker panel (left )       each 
TB705465   55-59  Door step with rocker panel (righ t)      each 

      
REAR CAB SHEET METAL 

TB705500   47-55  Lower rear cab panel                     each 
TB705510   47-55  Inner rear window panel (1 window )       each 
TB705515   47-55  Outer rear window panel (1 window )       each  
TB705520   47-55  Inner rear window panel (3 window )       each 
TB705525   47-55  Outer rear window panel (3 window )       each 
TB705550   55-59  Rear cab panel (outer)(small wind ow)     each 
TB705560   55-59  Rear cab panel (inner)(small wind ow)     each 
TB705565   55-59  Rear cab panel (outer)(large wind ow)     each  
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ROOF PANELS 

TB705600   47-55  Roof panel                               each 
TB705610   55-59  Inner roof panel                         each 
TB705615   55-59  Outer roof panel                         each 
 

DOOR SHEET METALS 
TB705980   47-50  Door shell (left)                        each 
TB705985   47-50  Door shell (right)                       each  
TB705990   51     Door shell (left)                        each 
TB705995   51     Door shell (right)                       each 
TB706000   52-55  Door shell (left)                        each 
TB706001   52-55  Door shell (right)                       each 
TB706005   47-55  Lower outer door skin (left)             each 
TB706006   47-55  Lower outer door skin (right)            each 
TB706010   47-55  Lower inner door bottom (left)           each 
TB706011   47-55  Lower inner door bottom (right)          each 
TB706015   47-55  Lower front pillar repair panel ( left)   each 
TB706016   47-55  Lower front pillar repair panel ( right)  each 
TB706020   47-55  Lower rear pillar repair panel (l eft)    each 
TB706021   47-55  Lower rear pillar repair panel (r ight)   each 
TB706030   47-55  Door frame outer panel (left)            each   
TB706035   47-55  Door frame outer panel (right)           each 
TB706050   55-59  Door shell (left)                        each 
TB706055   55-59  Door shell (right)                       each 
TB706100   55-59  Door skin (lower)                        each  
TB706120   55-59  Lower inner door bottom (left)           each 
TB706125   55-59  Lower inner door bottom (right)          each  
TB706400   55-59  Lower door hinge repair panel (le ft)     each 
TB706450   55-59  Lower door hinge repair panel (ri ght)    each 
TB706460   55-59  Lower door hinge inner pocket (le ft)     each 
TB706465   55-59  Lower door hinge inner pocket (ri ght)    each 
 

DASH AREA METALS 
TB707000   55-59  Dash radio repair panel                  each 
TB707010   47-55  Dash panel                               each  

                 
FLOOR PANS 

TB710000   47-55  Transmission cover plate (3-speed )       each 
TB710050   48-55  Transmission cover plate (4-speed )       each  
                  (fiberglass) 
TB710300   47-55  Floor pan (complete with braces)         each  
TB710400   47-55  Floor pan toe board                      each 
TB710410   47-55  Firewall (includes toe board)            each     
TB710500   47-55  Floor pan (left, front)                  each 
TB710550   47-55  Floor pan (right, front)                 each 
TB710560   47-55  Battery access tray                      each  
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TB710600   55-59  Floor pan (left front)(from seat riser   each  
                  to mid floor horizontal seam) 
TB710605   55-59  Floor pan (right front)(from seat  riser  each 
                  to mid floor horizontal seam) 
TB710610   55-59  Floor pan (with toe board) (left front)  each 
TB710615   55-59  Floor pan (with toe board) (right  front) each 
TB711640   55-59  Transmission cover (3 & 4 speed)         each 
TB710630   55-59  Floor pan (complete with braces, steps   each 
                  and inner cab corners) 
TB710635   55-59  Firewall                                 each 
 

CAB FLOOR SUPPORTS 
TB711300   47-55  Cab floor support (front left)           each  
TB711310   47-55  Cab floor support (front right)          each  
TB711350   55-59  Cab floor support (front left)           each 
TB711360   55-59  Cab floor support (front right)          each 
TB711370   55-59  Cab floor support (rear)(65" long )       each 

              
CAB CORNERS 

TB711600   47-55  Cab corner repair panel (left)           each 
TB711610   47-55  Cab corner repair panel (right)          each  
TB711612   47-55  Inner cab corner repair panel (le ft)     each 
TB711614   47-55  Inner cab corner repair panel (ri ght)    each 
TB711620   55-59  Cab corner (partial)(left)               each 
TB711630   55-59  Cab corner (partial)(right)              each 
TB711635   55-59  Cab corner (full)(left)                  each 
TB711636   55-59  Cab corner (full)(right)                 each  
TB711638   55-59  Inner cab corner repair panel (le ft)     each 
TB711639   55-59  Inner cab corner repair panel (ri ght)    each 

 
RUNNING BOARDS, BED STEPS & RELATED 

TB711700   47-55  Running boards (stamped steel)           pair 
TB711700C  47-55  Running boards (stamped steel)(ch rome)   pair 
TB711710   47-55  Running boards (stamped steel)(sm ooth)   pair  
TB335000   47-55  Cab to running board seal                pair 
TB335020   47-55  Cab to running board seal (Panel)         pair  
TB335040   47-55  Running board to rear fender seal         pair 
TB612000   47-55  Running board bolts                      set 
TB612100   47-55  Running board to body seal retain er      each 
TB612200   47-55  Running board seal retainer screw s       set 
TB711720   55-59  Bed step (left, shortbox)                each 
TB711721   55-59  Bed step (right, shortbox)               each 
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TB711722   55-59  Bed step (left, shortbox)(chrome)         each 
TB711723   55-59  Bed step (right, shortbox)(chrome )       each 
TB711724   55-59  Bed step (left, longbox)                 each 
TB711725   55-59  Bed step (right, longbox)                each 
TB711726   55-59  Bed step (left, longbox)(chrome)         each 
TB711727   55-59  Bed step (right, longbox)(chrome)         each 
TB711728   55-59  Bed step hanger (left)                   each 
TB711729   55-59  Bed step hanger (right)                  each  
  

RUNNING BOARD TO BED APRONS 
TB712000   47-53  Running board to bed apron (1/2T) (left)  each 
TB712010   47-53  Running board to bed apron (1/2T) (right) each  
TB712020   47-53  Running board to bed apron (3/4T) (left)  each 
TB712030   47-53  Running board to bed apron (3/4T) (right) each 
TB712040   54-55  Running board to bed apron (1/2T) (left)  each 
TB712050   54-55  Running board to bed apron (1/2T) (right) each 
TB712060   54-55  Running board to bed apron (3/4T) (left)  each 
TB712070   54-55  Running board to bed apron (3/4T) (right) each 
 

FRONT BED PANELS 
TB715000   47-53  Front bed panel (1/2 & 3/4 ton)          each 
TB715010   47-51  Front bed panel (1 ton, 9 board b ed)     each 
TB715020   51-53  Front bed panel (1 ton, 8 board b ed)     each 
TB715100   54-87  Front bed panel (Stepside)(specif y year) each 
TB715110   58-59  Front bed panel (Fleetside)              each 
 

BED CROSS SILLS 
TB716000   47-53  Bed cross sill (front)                   each 
TB716000   47-53  Bed cross sills (centers)                each 
TB716020   47-53  Rear bed cross sill (1/2 ton)            each 
TB716040   47-53  Rear bed cross sill (rear)(3/4 to n)      each 

              
TB716060   54-72  Bed cross sills (stepside)(specif y year) each  
TB716080   58-72  Bed cross sills (fleetside)(speci fy year each 
TB716100   54-72  Rear bed cross sill (stepside)(1/ 2 ton)  each 
                  (specify year) 
TB716120   54-72  Rear bed cross sill (stepside)(3/ 4 ton)  each 
                  (specify year) 
TB716140   54-72  Rear bed cross sill (fleetside)          each  
                  (specify year) 
 

TAILGATES & RELATED 
TB720000   47-53  Tailgate (Chevrolet)                     each  
TB720100   47-53  Tailgate (GMC)                           each 
TB720200   47-53  Tailgate (no emblem)                     each 
TB720300   54-72  Tailgate (Stepside)(Chevrolet)           each  

                      
TB720350   54-72  Tailgate (Stepside)(no letters)          each 
TB720400   54-72  Tailgate (Stepside)(GMC)                 each 
TB720520   58-66  Tailgate (Fleetside)(Chevrolet)          each  
TB720540   58-66  Tailgate (Fleetside)(GMC)                each 
TB672000   47-53  Tailgate chains                          pair 
TB672005   47-53  Tailgate chains (stainless)              pair  
TB672010   54-72  Tailgate chains (Stepside)               pair 
TB672015   54-72  Tailgate chains (Stepside)(stainl ess)    pair 
TB672030   58-66  Tailgate chains (Fleetside)              pair 
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TB359500   47-72  Tailgate chain covers (rubber)           pair 
TB672035   58-66  Tailgate chain pivot bolt (Fleets ide)    each 
TB672100   41-53  Tailgate hinge                           pair 
TB672110   54-87  Tailgate hinge (trunnion)(Stepsid e)      pair 
TB672120   58-66  Tailgate hinge (trunnion)(Fleetsi de)     pair 
TB674000   47-53  Tailgate lettering decals (white)         set 
TB674010   47-53  Tailgate lettering decals (black)         set 
TB674020   47-53  Tailgate lettering decals (chrome )       set 
TB674030   47-54  Tailgate lettering decals (GMC)(w hite)   set 
TB674040   47-54  Tailgate lettering decals (GMC)(b lack)   set 
TB674050   47-54  Tailgate lettering decals (GMC)(c hrome)  set 
TB674100   54-87  Tailgate lettering decals (white)         set 
TB674110   54-87  Tailgate lettering decals (black)         set 
TB674120   54-87  Tailgate lettering decals (chrome )       set 
TB674130   58-66  Tailgate lettering decal (white)         set 
                  (Fleetside) 
TB674140   58-66  Tailgate lettering decal (black)         set  
                  (Fleetside) 
TB674150   58-66  Tailgate lettering decal (chrome)         set  
                  (Fleetside) 
TB674300   41-66  Bedside hole caps (aluminum, bowt ie)     pair 
 

BED SIDE PANELS 
TB730100   47-53  Bed side panel (stepside)(shortbo x)      each   
                  (specify side) 
TB730150   47-53  Bed side panels (stepside)(shortb ox)     pair 
TB730200   47-53  Bed side panel (stepside)(longbox )       each 
                  (with out fender holes)(specify s ide) 
TB730250   47-53  Bed side panels (stepside)(longbo x)      pair  
                  (with out fender holes) 
TB730300   54-72  Bed side panel (stepside)(shortbo x)      each 
                  (specify side & year) 
TB730350   54-72  Bed side panels(stepside)shortbox )       pair  
                  (specify year) 
TB730400   54-72  Bed side panel (stepside)(longbox )       each  
                  (no fender holes)(specify side & year) 
TB730450   54-72  Bed side panels (stepside)(longbo x)      pair  
                  (with out fender holes)(specify y ear) 
 

STEPSIDE STAKE POCKETS 
TB730500   41-53  Front stake pocket (left or right )       each 
TB730510   47-53  Rear stake pocket (left)                 each 
TB730515   47-53  Rear stake pocket (right)                each 
TB730520   54-72  Front stake pocket (left)                each 
TB730525   54-72  Front stake pocket (right)               each 
TB730530   54-72  Rear stake pocket (left)                 each 
TB730535   54-72  Rear stake pocket (right)                each 
 

REAR STEPSIDE FENDERS & BOLTS 
TB739000   47-55  Rear stepside fender (left)              each  
TB739050   47-55  Rear stepside fender (right)             each 
TB739100   55-66  Rear stepside fender (left)              each 
TB739150   55-66  Rear stepside fender (right)             each 
TB678000   47-55  Rear fender bolts (clutchhead)           each 
TB678010   47-55  Rear fender bolts (clutchhead)(st ainless)set 
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REAR ROLL PANS 

TB740600   47-53  Rear roll pan (Stepside)(with lic ense    each  
                  plate box) 
TB740610   54-72  Rear roll pan (Stepside)(with lic ense    each 
                  plate box) 
TB740620   58-59  Rear roll pan (Fleetside)(with li cense   each 
                  plate box) 
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OWNERS MANUALS 

When you originally purchased these old GM vehicles , an owners manual was usually found 
in the glove box. These manuals covered the basic i nformation such as tire changing and 
pressure as well as oil check ups. No restoration i s complete without a new one!  
 
TL10000    47-59  Chevrolet Owner's Manual (specify  year)  each  
 

SHOP MANUALS 
These factory shop manuals and chassis service manu als will 
give you all the information you will need to repai r and 
maintain your GM vehicle. There is plenty of import ant 
information in these manuals including a brief desc ription of 
construction, and thorough data on operation, care,  and 
overhaul of major components for the GM vehicle. Th ese manuals 
were originally written by General Motors and will not only 
serve as a handy reference, but also provide step b y step 
procedures for most service operations. 
 
TL20010    47-54  GMC Shop Manual                          each  
TL20020    48-53  Chevrolet Shop Manual                    each 
TL20040    54     Chevrolet Shop Manual                    each 
TL20050    55     1955 First Series Chevrolet Shop Manual  each 
                  Supplement (needs 1954 Manual als o) 
TL20060    55     1955 Second Series Chevrolet Shop  Manual each 
TL20070    56     Chevrolet Shop Manual Supplement (needs  each 
                  1955 Second Series Manual also) 
TL20080    57     Chevrolet Shop Manual                    each 
TL20090    58     Chevrolet Shop Manual                    each 
TL20100    59     Chevrolet Shop Manual Supplement (needs  each 
                  1958 Manual also) 
TL20110    55-59  GMC Shop Manual                          each 
 

FACTORY ASSEMBLY MANUALS 
The most comprehensible manual on the assembly of t he GM 
vehicles would be the Assembly Manual. These manual s are  
duplicated from the original manuals that were used  to assemble 
the vehicles on the assembly line. These detail the  assembly 
information through exploded views of every major c omponent and 
special factory notations describing the assembly o f the 
vehicle and document any of the changes that may ha ve been 
introduced right on the line. If you are putting a vehicle 
together, or want to know in detail how the vehicle  was  
assembled, this book is a must! 
 
TL21700    47-54  Chevrolet Factory Assembly Manual         each 
TL21710    55-59  Chevrolet Factory Assembly Manual         each 
 

ACCESSORY & PRICING BROCHURES 
The Accessory & Pricing brochure is a reproduction of the original dealer list from which  
one could buy neat orginal accessories for their ca r or truck. This list is handy when 
identifying the many NOS parts still found at swap meets. 
TL22000    47-59  Accessory listing & pricing broch ure      each  
                  (specify year) 
 

OTHER LITERATURE 
TL21800    47-59  Sales brochures (specify year)            each 
TL21805    56     Panel truck sales brochure                each 
TL21810    58-59  Panel truck sales brochure (speci fy year) each 
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SEAT COVERS 
TB900000   47-55  Seat covers (black, brown, maroon )       kit  
TB900250   55-57  Seat covers (Cameo)                      set 
TB900500   55-59  Seat covers (in black, gray)             set 
 

INTERIOR DOOR PANELS 
TB910000   47-55  Door panels (specify colour)(blac k,      pair 
                  brown, maroon, gray, beige) 
TB627100   47-55  Door panel frames (with clips)           pair 
TB627150   47-55  Door panel frames (stainless)            pair 
TB627200   47-55  Door panel frame clips (centre)          pair 
TB627250   47-53  Door panel screw/washer kit              kit 
TB627300   54-55  Door panel push in clips                 set 
TB627310   55     Door panel screw set (2nd series)         set 
TB627315   56-66  Door panel screw set                     set  
TB910100   55-57  Door panel kit (Cameo)                   set   

               
HEADLINERS & RELATED 

TB920000   47-55  Headliner (2 pieces) (specify col our)    each  
                  (black, brown, gray, beige) 
TB920100   47-55  Headliner set (panel van)(specify  black, set 
                  brown or gray) 
TB920200   47-53  Headliner set (suburban)(specify black,  set  
                  brown or gray) 
TB920910   47-54  Headliner retainer (center steel between each 
                  front & rear headliner section) 

              
TB668500   47-55  Headliner rear retainer screw set         set 
TB920950   55-59  Headliner (specify white or beige )       each 
TB920960   55-59  Headliner (black)                        each 
TB921000   55-59  Headliner rubber retainer (black)         each 
TB921010   55-59  Headliner rubber retainer (white)         each 
TB921020   55-59  Headliner rubber retainer (red)          each 
 

DOME LAMP ASSEMBLIES & RELATED 
TB513990   47-55  Dome lamp assembly (painted)             each 
TB513995   47-55  Dome lamp assembly (chrome)              each 
TB514100   55-59  Dome lamp assembly (chrome)              each 
TB406500   55-59  Dome lamp lens                           each 
 

SUNVISORS & BRACKETS 
TB930000   47-59  Sunvisor (specify colour)(black, brown,  each 
                  dark gray, tan) 
TB931250   55-58  Sunvisor (Cameo)                         each 
TB640000   47-53  Sunvisor bracket (left)                  each  
TB640050   47-53  Sunvisor bracket (right)                 each 
TB640100   54-55  Sunvisor bracket (left)                  each  
TB640150   54-55  Sunvisor bracket (right)                 each 
TB640200   55-59  Sunvisor bracket (left)                  each 
TB640250   55-59  Sunvisor bracket (right)                 each 
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ARM REST BASES & PADS 
TB940000   47-55  Arm rest base and pad (specify co lour)   each  
                  (black, brown, maroon) 
TB941000   55-59  Arm rest base and pad (specify co lour)   each 
                  (black, beige, gray) 
TB941100   55-59  Arm rest base and pad (red with b eige    each 
                  base) 
 

KICK PANELS 
TB950000   47-55  Kick panels (cardboard)(specify c olour)  pair 
                  (black, brown, grey) 
 

FLOOR COVERING AND INSULATION 
You have the choice of original rubber mats faithfu lly 
reproduced by Jim Carter or Cameo style Daytona (av ailable in 
black, red, turquoise, dark blue, dark green, gray)  or 80/20 
loop by Auto Custom carpets. When ordering, please specify 
year, transmission and 2 or 4 wheel drive.  
TB390000   47-55  Rubber floor mat                         each 
TB961000   47-59  Carpet (loop)                            each 
TB391000   47-55  Floor felt mat set                       set 
TB391100   47-55  Floor insulation (sound deadener)         set 
TB390020   55-59  Rubber floor mat (4-speed)               each 
TB390010   55-59  Rubber floor mat (except 4-speed)         each  
TB960000   55-56  Carpet (Daytona)                         each  
TB391010   55-59  Floor felt mat set                       set 
TB391110   55-59  Floor insulation (sound deadener)         set  
 

INSIDE HANDLES 
TB212200   47-66  Door handle (inside)                     each 
TB212260   47-66  Window handle (black knob)               each 
TB627000   47-66  Inside door handle screws                each 
TB212300   51-55  Vent window handle                       pair 
TB212330   55-59  Vent window handle (left)                each 
TB212340   55-59  Vent window handle (right)               each 

        
INSIDE MIRRORS & BRACKETS 

TB226000   47-59  Inside rear view mirror (proper f or      each 
                  54-59) 
TB226010   47-53  Inside rear view mirror (with cor rect    each 
                  length mounting arm)   
TB226500   47-53  Accessory day/night mirror               each 
TB226550   54-59  Accessory day/night mirror               each 
TB229100   47-53  Mirror bracket (inside, stainless )       each 
TB229310   54-55  Mirror bracket (inside, chrome)          each 
TB229400   55-59  Mirror bracket (inside, chrome)          each 
 

SPEAKER COVERS 
TB260500   55-59  Speaker cover in roof (chrome)           each  
TB260510   55-59  Speaker cover in roof (painted)          each 
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STEERING WHEELS & HORN CAPS 

TB439000   47-53  Steering wheel                           each 
TB439020   54-56  Steering wheel (black)                   each 
TB439040   57-59  Steering wheel (black)                   each 
TB265000   47-53  Horn cap (Chevrolet)(chrome)             each  
TB265020   54-55  Horn cap (Chevrolet)                     each 
TB265040   55-56  Horn cap (Chevrolet)                     each 
TB265060   57-59  Horn cap (Chevrolet)                     each 
 
 
TB641100   51-59  Accessory traffic light viewer           each  
TB642000   48-53  Shift knob (column shift)(3 sp)(m aroon)  each 
TB642100   54-59  Shift knob (column shift)(3 sp)(b lack)   each 
TB642500   47-72  Shift knob (floor shift) (3 & 4-s peed)   each 
TB643000   47-53  Emergency brake release knob             each 
TB643050   54-55  Emergency brake release knob             each 
TB643200   47-53  Cowl vent knob                           each 
TB643250   54-55  Cowl vent knob                           each 
TB643400   47-50  Side vent knob                           each 
TB643410?  55-59  Cowl vent control cable with chro me      each 
                  knob (fits left or right) 
TB643415?  55-59  Cowl vent control cable with blac k       each 
                  knob (fits left or right) 
TB643480   55-59  Vent cable with black knob               each 
TB643500   55-59  Vent cable with chrome knob              each 

          
TB643900   47-53  Headlamp knob with rod                   each 
TB643905   47-53  Headlamp switch retaining nut            each 
TB643910   54-55  Headlamp knob with rod                   each 
TB643920   55-59  Headlamp knob with rod (chrome)          each 
TB643925   55-59  Headlamp switch retaining nut            each  
TB646000   47-53  Choke cable and knob                     each 
TB646005   47-53  Throttle cable and knob                  each 
TB646010   54-55  Choke cable                              each 
TB646310   54-55  Throttle cable                           each 
TB646320   55-59  Choke cable and chrome knob              each 
TB646325   55-59  Choke cable and black knob               each 
TB646330   55-59  Throttle cable and chrome knob           each 
TB646335   55-59  Throttle cable and black knob            each 
 

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS 
TB505000   47-53  Cigarette lighter assembly               each 
TB505050   54-55  Cigarette lighter assembly               each 
TB505100   55-59  Cigarette lighter (with knob)            each 
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DASH DECALS 

TB650700   47-53  Dash decals (Chevrolet)(black)           set 
TB650710   47-53  Dash decals (Chevrolet)(white)           set 

                
TB650710   47-53  Dash decals (above speaker)(GMC)( black)  each 
TB650715   47-53  Dash decals (above speaker)(GMC)( white)  each 
 

                         
HEATER PARTS 

TB652000   55-57  Heater hose support bracket              each 
TB652200   55-59  Heater control levers (deluxe)           pair  
TB652210   55-59  Heater control assembly (complete  with   SOON! 
                  blower switch installed) 
TB652220   55-59  Heater control bezel (deluxe)            each 
TB652240   55-59  Heater control face (temp & defro st)     each 
TB652245   55-59  Heater control lens backing plate         each  
TB652250   55-59  Heater control knobs                     set 
TB652300   55-59  Heater control valve (5/8" hose)         each 
TB652350   55-59  Heater control cables                    set  
TB652360   55-59  Heater control cable clamp               each 
TB652900   47-53  Defroster duct hose                      set  
TB652910   54-59  Defroster duct hose                      set 
TB653100   53-55  Heater unit decal (GMC) (red on s ilver)  each 
TB653110   53     Heater unit decal (Chevrolet) (re d and   each 
                  blue on silver) 
TB653120   54-55  Heater unit decal (Chevrolet) (re d and   each 
                  blue on silver)  
TB653130   54-55  Heater unit decal (Chevrolet) (st andard) each  
                  (red and blue on silver) 
 

RADIO PARTS 
TB644500   47-53  Radio knobs and push buttons             set 
TB644505   47-53  Radio push button set                    set 
TB644510   54-55  Radio knobs (black)                      set 
TB644515   54-55  Radio knobs (GMC)(gray)(4 pc set)         set  
TB644520   55-59  Radio knob (chrome)                      each 
TB644525   55-59  Radio tone control knob & spacer         pair 
TB656000   47-53  Radio housing (maroon)                   each 
TB656100   55-59  Radio face plate (white letters)         each 
TB656110   55-59  Radio face plate (GMC)                   each 
 

GLOVE BOX PARTS 
TB656200   47-53  Glove box door (stainless with pa inted   each  
                  details) 
TB656205   47-53  Glove box door (stainless without         each 
                  painted details)  
TB656207   47-53  Glove box door hinges & springs          pair  
TB656210   55-59  Glove box door (with hinge)              each 
TB656300   47-53  Glove box lock with key                  each 
TB656310   47-53  Glove box lock retainer                  each 
TB354000   47-53  Glove box lock gasket                    each 
TB354020   54-55  Glove box lock gasket                    each 
TB354050   47-72  Glove box door bumpers                   pair 
TB656400   54-72  Glove box lock with key                  each  
TB656410   54-72  Glove box lock retainer                  each  
TB656420   54-59  Glove box door striker                   each 
TB656500   47-55  Glove box liner installation scre ws      set 
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TB656600   47-49  Glove box liner                          each 
TB656610   47-49  Glove box liner (GMC)                    each  
TB656620   50-53  Glove box liner                          each 
TB656640   54-55  Glove box liner                          each 
TB656660   54-55  Glove box liner (GMC)                    each 
TB656700   55-59  Glove box liner                          each 
TB656750   55-59  Glove box liner (GMC)                    each 
TB659100   47-53  Glove box lock (hook/slide)              set 
 
 
TB661000   47-53  Ash tray knob (chrome)                   each  
TB665000   47-66  Ignition cylinder with key               each 
TB665500   55-59  Ignition bezel                           each 
TB665510   55-59  Plastic ignition dial (V-8)              each 
TB665550   55-59  Ignition switch retaining nut            each 
TB668000   47-53  Inside windshield moulding screw set     set 
TB668020   54-55  Inside windshield moulding screw set     set 
TB668100   55     Interior trim screw kit (2nd seri es)     kit 
TB668150   56-59  Interior trim screw kit                  kit 
 
TB670000   47-59  Shift lever pins (column shift)          set 
TB670200   47-55  Steering column floor seal screws         set 
TB671000   47-55  Firewall cover with pad (cardboar d       each 
                  & jute) 
TB671001   47-55  Firewall pad (replacement)               each  
TB671020   47-55  Firewall cover clips                     set 
TB671200   55-59  Firewall pad (replacement)               each 
TB671350   55-72  Firewall pad retainer                    each 
 

                        
TB230000   47-53  Instrument panel bezel                   each  
TB230010   47-53  Center dash set (Chevrolet)              each  
TB230015   47-53  Center dash set (GMC)                    each 
Centre dash sets includes painted speaker grille, upper & lower 
stainless steel moulding and ashtray with chrome knob. 
 
 
TB230100   54-55  Instrument panel bezel (stainless )       each 
TB230105   54-55  Instrument panel bezel (chrome)          each 
 
 
TB230200   55-59  Instrument dash bezel                    each 
TB410000   55-59  Speedometer gauge face                   each 
TB650200   47-51  Speedometer needle (red orange)          each 
                  (47-48 Chevrolet, 47-51 GMC) 
TB650210   49-53  Speedometer needle (white)(49-53         each 
                  Chevrolet, 52-53 GMC) 
TB650300   55-59  Speedometer needle                       each 
TB650500   47-49  Speedometer/gauge face decals (80  mph)   each 
TB650510   47-53  Speedometer gauge face decal (GMC )       each  
TB650520   50-53  Speedometer/gauge face decals (90  mph)   each 
TB650530   54-55  Speedometer/gauge face decals (90  mph)   each 
TB650650   55-59  Gauge face decal set(gas,temp,oil ,amp)   set 
TB650660   55-59  Gauge face decal set (GMC)               set 
TB650000   47-72  Speedometer cable (68" long)             each 
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47-49 CHEVROLET DASH GAUGES 
TB517000   47-49  Speedometer (Chevrolet)(0-80mph)         each 
TB517005   47-49  Speedometer cluster assembly (Che vrolet) each 
                  (0-80mph)  
TB517010   47-49  Gas gauge (6 volt)                       each 
TB517015   47-49  Gas gauge (12 volt)                      each  
TB517020   47-49  Battery gauge                            each 
TB517025   47-49  Oil pressure gauge (0-30 lbs)            each 
TB517025A  47-49  Oil pressure gauge (0-60 lbs)(V8)         each 
TB517030   47-49  Temperature gauge (6 cylinder)(21 2°)     each 
TB517030A  47-49  Temperature gauge (6 cylinder)(22 0°)     each 
TB517035   47-49  Temperature gauge (8 cylinder)(21 2°)     each 
TB517035A  47-49  Temperature gauge (8 cylinder)(22 0°)     each 
TB517040A  47-49  Gauge cluster assembly (6 volt, 6  cyl,   each 
                  30 lbs oil, 220° temp)   
TB517040B  47-49  Gauge cluster assembly (12 volt, 8 cyl,  each  
                  60 lbs oil, 220° temp) 
TB517040C  47-49  Gauge cluster assembly (6 volt, 6  cyl,   each  
                  30 lbs oil, 212° temp) 
TB517040D  47-49  Gauge cluster assembly (12 volt, 8 cyl,  each 
                  60 lbs oil, 212° temp) 
TB517040E  47-49  Gauge cluster assembly (12 volt, 6 cyl,  each 
                  30 lbs oil, 212° temp) 
TB517040F  47-49  Gauge cluster assembly (6 volt, 6  cyl,   each 
                  30 lbs oil, 220° temp)  
 

50-53 CHEVROLET & 53-55 GMC DASH GAUGES  
TB517100   50-53  Speedometer (0-90mph)(50-53 Chevr olet,   each 
                  53-53 GMC) 
TB517105   50-53  Speedometer cluster assembly (0-9 0mph)   each 
                  (50-53 Chevrolet, 53-53 GMC) 
TB517110   50-53  Gas gauge (6 volt)                       each 
TB517115   50-53  Gas gauge (12 volt)                      each 
TB517120   50-53  Battery gauge                            each 
TB517125   50-53  Oil pressure gauge (0-30 lbs)            each 
TB517125   50-53  Oil pressure gauge (0-60 lbs)(V8)         each 
TB517130   50-53  Temperature gauge (6 cylinder, 21 2° )     each 
TB517130A  50-53  Temperature gauge (6 cylinder, 22 0°)     each 
                  (electric) 
TB517135   50-53  Temperature gauge (8 cylinder, 21 2° )     each 
TB517135A  50-53  Temperature gauge (8 cylinder, 22 0°)     each 
                  (electric)  
TB517140A  50-53  Gauge cluster assembly (6 volt, 6  cyl,   each 
                  30 lbs oil, 220° temp)   
TB517140B  50-53  Gauge cluster assembly (12 volt, 8 cyl,  each 
                  60 lbs oil, 220° temp) 
TB517140C  50-53  Gauge cluster assembly (6 volt, 6  cyl,   each 
                  30 lbs oil, 212° temp) 
TB517140D  50-53  Gauge cluster assembly (12 volt, 8 cyl,  each 
                  60 lbs oil, 212° temp) 
TB517140E  50-53  Gauge cluster assembly (12 volt, 6 cyl,  each 
                  30 lbs oil, 212° temp) 
TB517140F  50-53  Gauge cluster assembly (12 volt, 6 cyl,  each 
                  30 lbs oil, 220° temp)  
 

47-51 GMC DASH GAUGES 
TB517200A  47-51  Speedometer (GMC)(0-80mph)               each 
TB517200B  47-51  Speedometer cluster assembly (GMC )       each 
                  (0-80mph)                
TB517205   47-51  Gas gauge (GMC)(6 volt)                  each 
TB517210   47-51  Gas gauge (GMC)(12 volt)                 each 
TB517215   47-51  Battery gauge (GMC)                      each 
TB517220   47-51  Oil pressure gauge (GMC)                 each 
TB517225   47-51  Temperature gauge (GMC)(6cyl)(220 °)      each 
TB517230   47-51  Temperature gauge (GMC)(8cyl)(220 °)      each 
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TB517240A  47-51  Gauge cluster assembly (6 volt, 6  cyl,   each  
                  60 lbs oil, 220° temp)(GMC)   
TB517240B  47-51  Gauge cluster assembly (12 volt, 6 cyl,  each 
                  60 lbs oil, 220° temp)(GMC)   
TB517240C  47-51  Gauge cluster assembly (12 volt, 8 cyl,  each 
                  60 lbs oil, 220° temp)(GMC) 
 

54-55 CHEVROLET DASH GAUGES 
TB517300   54-55  Speedometer (Chevrolet)(0-90mph)         each 
TB517305   54-55  Gas gauge (6 volt)                       each 
TB517310   54-55  Gas gauge (12 volt)                      each 
TB517315   54-55  Battery gauge                            each 
TB517320   54-55  Oil pressure gauge (0-60 lbs)            each 
TB517325   54-55  Temperature gauge (6 cyl. 45”)           each 
TB517325   54-55  Temperature gauge (8 cyl. 60”)           each 
 

55-59 CHEVROLET DASH GAUGES 
TB521000   55-59  Fuel gauge                               each  
TB521010   55-59  Temperature gauge                        each 
TB521020   55-59  Ammeter gauge                            each 
TB521030   55-59  Oil gauge                                each 
TB521040   55-59  Speedometer gauge                        each 
TB521045   55-59  Complete gauge cluster assembly          each 
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This is a breakthrough classic car radio offering f lexible mounting options with infiniMount 
shaft/bracket system (patent pending), USB input fo r MP3/WMA digital file playback from popular flash 
devices, this is awesome-- no iPod needed, use ANY Flash Drive/Thumb drive with your digital files on 
it!!!, There's even a front panel Auxiliary input s o you can plug in any device you want too!!, Remote  
control and hideaway installation capability. The M odel One was created to meet the needs of classic 
car enthusiasts for a radio that maintains the clas sic in dash look of the vehicle while offering 
modern playback capabilities from today's digital m usic sources. An optional 94" remote mount infrared  
"eye" allows for complete hideaway placement of the  Model One, allowing a completely stock appearance.  
Any car, RV, motorcycle! Modify the faceplate and t he radio Not your dash!  
The included U Bracket allows for under dash mounti ng options and the unit can be mounted virtually 
anywhere due to its small 3.54" w X 6.57" d X 1.57"  h footprint. Advanced installers can unscrew the 
Model One's faceplate and adjust its cant/angle to allow for even more customization! There are 
multiple faceplate & knob kits available, and Retro Sound even offers a Universal faceplate that fits 
the Model One's faceplate which allows the installe r to use the integrated break away tabs to modify 
all aspects of height & width of the plate, and eve n drill in their own shaft holes to fit virtually 
any car! This radio is a true problem solver for to ugh to fit applications, its unique bracket system 
combined with small mounting size and incredible fe ature set is setting the classic radio market on 
its side, you will not find any radio that will fit  in more cars out of the box than this one, we 
guarantee it!  
 
Unit specs: 

• LCD Display w/ enhanced viewing angle & daylight co mpatible 
• LCD Display shows MP3/WMA track names 
• AM/FM PLL tuner w/ 30 presets 
• 60W x 4 (Integrated amplifier) 

• 2pr RCA pre amp outputs to add an external amplifie r 
• on board CD Changer controller output (to control o ptional 10 Disc changer) will work with any 

Sanyo compatible unit 
• Front mounted USB port, plug in any USB flash drive  and play MP3 / WMA files directly off the 

drive 
• Patent Pending INFINIMOUNT adjustable shaft system w/ removable Universal bracket (included) 
• Insulated bracket system and external shaft system reduces electrical noise inherent in older 

vehicles 

• Front Aux input, plug in any MP3 player or other po rtable device, (cell phone, etc) 
• Full Function 18 key remote control Note, you don't  need the optional cable unless you're 

remote mounting it 
• Main unit is remote mountable and comes with a meta l U bracket for mounting under the seat or 

a glove box 
• OPTIONAL external IR sensor w/ 94"cable, allows for  easy remote operation via the included 

remote control 
• Adjustable faceplate angle, allows mounting of face plate display to virtually any dash 

• Small 3.54" w X 6.57" d X 1.57" h installation size . 
 
RS-MODEL1A all    RetroSound model 1 AM/FM radio wi th        kit 
                  universal face kit   
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RS-69N     all    Chevy 6”X9" 200 watt DVC speaker           each 
R-693      all    Chevy 6”x9” 200 watt DVC speakers  with     pair 
                  flame grilles 
IREYE      all    94” Remote IR Cable for the Retro Sound     each  
                  Model One 
   
 

      

 
This is an optional accessory 
for the RetroSound Model One 
radio, it allows you to remotely 
operate the model one if the 
main unit is out of view. Simply 
install the Infrared receiver in 
an unobtrusive portion of your 
dash (Cigarette lighter, blank 
area on the dash, etc) and if 
you've mounted the Model one in 
a glove box, or under the seat, 
you can still use the remote 
that came with your Model One to 
control all functions of your 
unit! The Model one unit can be 
used WITHOUT the shafts 
attached, so this gives some 
amazing flexibility for a self 
contained "mini" in vehicle 
entertainment system that has 
modern digital playback 
capabilities! 
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These Custom Autosound Radios fit into most origina l radio openings, which eliminates the 
need to cut the dash to install modern equipment. R ecently improved systems feature 
higher wattage and auxiliary inputs as well as othe r features! 
 

Application Guide 

Dots Indicate Which Radio Models are Available for Specific Vehicles.  
Kick  = Kickpanel Models available for specific vehicles. Kick Upgrade  = Upgrade Pioneer Kickpanels 
SPKR = Dash Speaker  DVC = Dual Voice Coil Upgrade Speaker for Dash 
1,2,3,5,6,801 + USA Series Model number 

MODEL YEAR 1 2 5 6 Kickpanels Kick Upgrade SPKR DVC   
TRUCK 47-53 Chev/GMC • • • • KCHT-47/53 PIOKCHT47/53 2013 4013   
TRUCK 55-59 Chev only • • • • KCHT-55/9 PIOKCHT55/9   3008   will lose presets on all radios 
 

 

USA-1 features 

If you want great sound at an affordable price then this is the 
radio for you! A quick review of the features and you’ll 
realize why it’s our best seller. Now with 200 watts and 
auxiliary input for iPod, MP3, satellite radio, etc. This radio 
has outstanding features. 
●AM-FM Stereo ● Auto Reverse Cassette ● 200 watts 
(4x50) ● Auxiliary Input ●  Electronic Tuning and Volume 
Control ● Pre-set Scan ● Digital Clock ● Best Station 
Memory ● 30 Pre-sets (12AM-18FM) ● 4 Channel RCA Pre-
outs ● 4 way Fader ● Separate Bass and Treble ● Fast 
Forward and Rewind ● Digital Clock ● Power Antenna Lead  
 

  

 

USA-01 BLK  features 
● Same as above with black face 
  
(USA-01blk shown in 69 - 72 Chevelle) 

 

 

              USA-230  features  

A great look and sound at an awesome price. This Concours 
series USA-2 radio has no cassette  but comes with 
Auxiliary Input for iPod, MP3, Satellite radio, etc. Classic 
features with a classic look. These exciting features include: 
 
 ● AM-FM Stereo ● 200 Watts (4x50) ● Auxiliary Input ● 
Digital Clock  ● Electronic Tuner ● 30 Pre-sets (12AM-18FM) 
● 4 Channel RCA Pre-outs ● 4 way Fader ● Seek and Scan 
tuning ● Chrome Nosepiece or Black Nosepiece ● Power 
Antenna Lead 
(shown in '72 Olds Cutlass) 
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USA-630 Features  

If you want to keep the classic look of your dash, but 
demand the great sound that today’s modern electronics 
offer, this is the radio you’ve been looking for. This AM/FM 
Stereo unit is packed with features, including a whopping 
●AM-FM Stereo ● 240 Watts ● USB Port for Flash 
Memory MP3/WMA Playback  ● Direct 10 CD Changer 
Control  ●  Alpha Numeric id3 Display for MP3/WMA files 
●Electronic Tuning and Volume Control ● 4 way Fader ● 
Left Right Balance ● Digital Clock ● 2 Channel RCA 
Auxiliary Input for Satellite / iPod etc. ● 16 Pre-sets (12FM-
4AM) ● 4 Channel RCA Pre-outs ● Separate Bass and 
Treble ● USA/Euro Tuner ● Power Antenna Lead ●.  
Note : This radio does not include a cassette player. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

SS (Secretaudio System) 
Leave your original radio in the dash and control this stereo 
system by 'RF' (radio frequency) remote control from up to 
80' away. The LCD display can be mounted almost 
anywhere (bracket and flush mount bezel included) or even 
hidden out of sight and the 140 watt tuner/amplifier unit can 
be hidden behind the dash or under the seat. This system 
features: 

140 watts (4x35) ● AM/FM Stereo ● Separate Bass and 
Treble ● CD Changer control from remote or LCD panel (6 
or 10 disc CD Changer optional) ● 4 channel RCA pre-outs 
● 4 way fader ● Electronic seek and scan tuning ● 12AM 
and 18FM station memory 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Purchase with the 
USA-CD10 10 CD 
Disc Changer and 

save! 
(USA-6PK) 

Purchase with the USA-CD10 
10 CD Disc Changer and 

save! 
(SS-PK) 
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1947-'53  Chevy/GMC Truck  
 
Available with: 
CAM 4" 80 watt speakers   
KCHT-47/3  
Pioneer 4" 100 watt speakers     
PIO-KCHT-47/3  

 

 
  

1955-'59  Chevy/GMC Truck  
 
Available with: 
CAM 4" 80 watt speakers   
KCHT-55/9  
Pioneer 4" 100 watt speakers    
PIO-KCHT-55/9   

 
Enhance your sound quality with these quality plast ic moulded kick panel speaker 
assemblies! These kicks sounds great and affords a "no modification" fit!  

 
These speakers are a perfect fit into the original kick panel area and features 6.5" 
three way speakers at 80 watts  power handling!  
Or if you want you can upgrade these to Pioneer 120  watt speakers. (most models) 
Without speakers also available (selected models on ly) 

 
 

 
Dual Front Speakers  
Since at least 2 speakers are required for stereo u nits Custom Autosound has designed and 
manufactured dual speaker assemblies! These 30 watt  assemblies are pre-wired to plug in 
instantly to our radios! These speakers can also be  used as a rear speaker in some 
vehicles! Some vehicles need a bracket to aid in in stallation of these speakers and are 
pre-attached for you. Please call and we'll get wha t you need.  
 
Want more power in your speakers? How about our Ken wood 50 watt  dual front speaker 
upgrade? 
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  Dual Voice Coils (DVC)   
Dual Voice Coils will give the best possible sound and power handling from OEM speaker 
locations. They give up to 70% more cone area than the conventional speaker set-up and 
provide 140 watts . Both stereo channels connect to one speaker. Call  us to determine 
which series your vehicle requires. 

      
 
Custom Autosound  USA-CD10 10 CD Disc 
Changer 
For use with new model Secretaudio SS, USA-5 
and USA-6. (Manufactured after 05/03) this 
10 disc changer connects directly with 
Custom Autosound radios. On the USA models, 
the changer works off the buttons on the 

radio face, and for the Secretaudio SS model, the c hanger works from the RF (radio 
frequency)  remote  control. CD-10 features: 1 bit times oversampling, twin digital-to-
analog converter, 3 beam lase tracking, disc select  up/down, track up/down, 2 way scan 
and shuffle, play and pause control, program repeat , antishock and vibration free design 
-horizontal or vertical mounting. CD-10 Dimensions:  9 ¾” (w) x 3 ½” (h) x 6 ¾” (d)  

 
ANTUV-HIDE Hidden Amplified Antenna 
For the best AM/FM reception nothing works better 
than a 31" vertically mounted antenna mast. 
Recognizing that application is impossible on some 
vehicles our improved amplified antenna is the 
next best thing. Mounts on the inside top of 

windshield (or rear package tray) for best performa nce. Note radio signals cannot 
penetrate metal.   
Do not attempt to hide this unit under the dash. Re quires 12 volts.   
 
 
  

          

 



 

 

Antique Chevrolet Parts   
1221 Hwy 5 West, RR 1, Dundas, Ontario  L9H 5E1  Phone# (905)627-4527 Fax# (905)627-3210 

Order Form                                                                                                                                          Sold / Quote 
Please print clearly! 

Name: __________________________________________________________________ Date: ___________ 
 
Address: ______________________________________________________ Lot N°: _____   Conc. N°:_____ 
 
City: ______________________________________________ Prov: ________ Postal Code: _____________ 
 
Home Phone: ______________________ Work Phone: _____________________ Fax: __________________  
 
Year of Vehicle: ___________   Make: ___________   Model: ___________   2 Doors: �   4 Doors: � 
 
Hardtop: �   Convertible: �   Sedan: �   Wagon: �   Truck: �    Buckets: �   Bench: �   Console: � 
 
Engine: __________   Transmission: ___________   Air: Y/N   Trim N°: ________   Paint N°: ________ 

Part Number Qty Description B/O OK Price Total 
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

  
Subtotal I  
Shipping  

HST is applied for the following provinces only;  
BC add 12%, ON, NB & NL add 13%, NS add 15%. 
- OR - 
All other provinces & territories add 5% GST. C.O.D. Add $12.00  
Credit Card Number: Subtotal II  
                    HST  

Expiry Date: GST  
                    Total  

3 Digit CVS No.     
      Signature: _____________________________________               Pick Up: �   Ship: � 
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Engine: __________   Transmission: ___________   Air: Y/N   Trim N°: ________   Paint N°: ________ 

Part Number Qty Description B/O OK Price Total 
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

  
Subtotal I  
Shipping  

HST is applied for the following provinces only;  
BC add 12%, ON, NB & NL add 13%, NS add 15%. 
- OR - 
All other provinces & territories add 5% GST. C.O.D. Add $12.00  
Credit Card Number: Subtotal II  
                    HST  

Expiry Date: GST  
                    Total  

3 Digit CVS No.     
      Signature: _____________________________________               Pick Up: �   Ship: � 



 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

LOOK FAMILIAR? 
WE HAVE YOUR PARTS 

 

WE STRIVE TO HAVE THE LARGEST 
SELECTION OF “FACTORY 
ORIGINAL” BODY PANELS; 
AMERICAN OR TAIWAN MADE 
FROM HEAVY GAUGE SHEET METAL. 
WE ARE THE #1 SUPPLIER OF 
AUTHENTIC INTERIORS FOR YOUR 
COLLECTABLE CHEVY. ALL OF OUR 
MATERIALS ARE PRODUCED TO 
FACTORY SPECIFICATIONS, 
WHETHER IT IS SEAT COVERS, 
SIDE PANELS, CARPETS, 
HEADLINERS, OR ANY OTHER 
INTERIOR PARTS, WE CAN GET IT. 
EMBLEMS, WEATHERSTRIPPING, 
MOULDINGS, LENSES, GASKETS, 
GLASS CHANNELS, TRUNK MATS, 
MANUALS OR ANYTHING ELSE YOU 
NEED, JUST ASK! 

                                                            

OUR PRODUCTS 
ARE DESIGNED 

TO HELP RESTORE 
 

150s, 210s, NOMADS, BELAIRS, IMPALAS, 
BISCAYNES, LAURENTIENS, 

PARISIENNES, STRATO-CHIEFS, 
MALIBUS, EL CAMINOS, BEAUMONTS, 
MONTE CARLOS, CHEVY II & NOVAS, 

ACADIANS, CAMAROS, BROOKWOODS, 
YEOMANS, BRIARWOODS,  STEPSIDE & 

FLEETSIDE CHEVROLET & GMC TRUCKS 
 

 AS WELL AS PARTS FOR OTHER GM MAKES AND MODELS. 
 
 

 


